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Part-I

Institutional Data
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√

A. Profile of the Institution

1. Name and address of the institution: JANKI COLLEGE OF EDUCATIONDhanuhardera, Medical college Road,Raigarh (C.G.)2. Website URL: www.jceraigarh.com
3. For communication: tej.naik888@gmail.com
Office

Name Telephone Number
with STD Code

Fax No E-Mail Address

Dr. RajeevKumar/Principal 9685209331 - jceraigarh@gmail.com

Vice-Principal - - -Mr. Tejram Naik /Self -appraisal Co-coordinator 9770888721 - tej.naik888@gmail.com
Residence

Name Telephone
Number with

STD Code

Mobile Number

Dr. Rajeev Kumar/Principal 9685209331 9685209331Vice-Principal -Mr. Tejram Naik /Self - appraisal Co-coordinator 9770888721 9770888721
4. Location of the Institution:Urban Semi-urban Rural             TribalAny   other (specify and indicate)
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5. Campus area in acres:6. Is it a recognized minority institution? Yes No7. Date of establishment of theinstitution: Month & Year
MM YYYY

11 20118. University/Board to which the institution is affiliated:

9. Details of UGC recognition under sections 2(f) and 12(B) of the UGC Act.
2f Month & Year
12B Month &Year

10. Type of Institutiona. By funding i. Governmentii. Grant-in-aidiii. Constituentiv. Self-financedv. Any other (specify and indicate)b. By Gender i. Only for Menii. Only for Womeniii. Co-educationc. By Nature i. University Dept.ii. IASEiii. Autonomous Collegeiv. Affiliated Collegev. Constituent College

Bilaspur University,
Bilaspur chhattisgarh

0.88 acres

√

MM YYYY
- -

MM YYYY
- -
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vi. Dept. of Education of CompositeCollegevii. CTEVviii. Any other (specify and indicate
11.  Does the University / State Education Act have provision for autonomy?Yes √ No

If yes, has the institution applied for autonomy?Yes No √

12. Details of Teacher Education programmes offered by the institution:
Sl.
No.

Level Programme/
Course

Entry
Qualificat

ion

Nature of
Award

Durati
on

Medium of
instruction

i) Pre-primary CertificateDiplomaDegreeii) Primary/Elementary CertificateDiplomaDegree
iii) Secondary/Sr. secondary

CertificateDiplomaB.Ed. Degree 1 Years Hindi/Englishiv. PostGraduate DiplomaDegreev. Other(specify) CertificateDiplomaDegree
(Additional rows may be inserted as per requirement)
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13. Give details of NCTE recognition (for each programme mentioned in Q.12 above)
Level Programme Order No. & Date Valid upto Sanctione

dIntakePre-primaryPrimary/ElementarySecondary/Sr.secondary B.Ed. B.Ed.-WRC/APP844/ 83018Dt-17-11-2011 100
-Post GraduateOther (specify) -

(Additional rows may be inserted as per requirement)
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Criterion-wise inputs
Criterion I: Curricular Aspects
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Criterion I: Curricular Aspects

1. Does the Institution have a statedVisionMission
Values
Objectives

a) Does the institution offer self-financed programme(s)?
If yes,a) How many programmes?b) Fee charged per programmeD.Ed. I D.Ed.II B.Ed. M.Ed.

2. Are there programmes with semester system3. Is the institution representing/participating in the curriculum development/ revisionprocesses of the regulatory bodies?
Yes No √If yes, how many faculties are on the various curriculum development/visioncommittees/boards of universities/regulatingauthority?

-28500

01

No

Yes √ No
Yes √ No
Yes √ No
Yes √ No

Yes √ No
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4. Number of methods/elective options (programme wise)
B.Ed.M.Ed. (Full Time)M.Ed. (Part Time)Any  other  (specifies and indicates)

5. Are there Programmes offered in modular formYes No √

6. Are there Programmes where assessment of teachers by the students has been introduced
Yes √ No

7. Are there Programmes with faculty exchange/visiting facultyYes No √

8. Is there any mechanism to obtain feedback on the curricular aspects from the
 Heads of practice teaching schools
 Academic peers
 Alumni
 Students
 Employers9. How long does it take for the institution to introduce a new programme within theexisting system?

-

Number

Numb 02

Number -

-

-

04

-

Yes √ NoYes √ NoYes √ No

Yes √ NoYes √ No
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√

√

10. Has the institution introduced any new courses in teacher education during the lastthree years?Yes No √

11. Are there courses in which major syllabus revision was done during the last five years?Yes No √

12. Does the institution develop and deploy action plans for effectiveimplementation of the curriculum?
Yes No13.     Does the institution encourage the faculty to prepare course outlines?
Yes No

Criterion II: Teaching-Learning and Evaluation1. How are students selected for admission into various courses?a) Through an entrance test developed by the institutionb) Common entrance testconducted by theUniversity/Governmentc) Through an interviewd) Entrance test and interviewe) Merit at the qualifying examinationf) Any other (specifies and indicates)
(If more than one method is followed, kindly specify the weightings)

Number

Number

√

√
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30598

21923

2. Furnish the following information (for the previous academic year):
B.Ed. M.Ed.a) Date of start of the academic yearb) Date of last admissionc) Date of closing of the academic yeard) Total teaching dayse) Total working days3. Total number of students admitted

Programme Number ofstudents Reserved OpenM F Total M F Total M F TotalB.Ed. 43 57 100 38 46 84 5 11 16M.Ed. (FullTime) - - - - - - - - -
M.Ed. (PartTime) - - - - - -

4. Are there any overseasstudents? If yes, how many?
5. What is the ‘unit cost’ of teacher education programme? (Unit cost = total annualrecurring expenditure divided by the number of students/ trainees enrolled).a) Unit cost excluding salary componentb) Unit cost including salary component

(Please provide the unit cost for each of the programme offered by the institution

as detailed at Question 12 of profile of the institution)

01.08.14 -

20.09.14 -

04.04.15

200

184

Yes No √
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√

√

6. Highest and Lowest percentage of marks at the qualifying examination consideredfor admission during the previous academic session
Programmes Open ReservedHighest(%) Lowest(%) Highest(%) Lowest(%)B.Ed. 56.38% 44.68% 59.57% 41.73%M.Ed. (FullTime) - - - -

M.Ed. (PartTime) - - - -
7. Is there a provision for assessing students’ knowledge and skills for the programme(after admission)?Yes No8. Does the institution develop its academic calendar?Yes No9. Time allotted (in percentage)Programmes Theory Practice Teaching PracticumB.Ed. 45% 20% 35%M.Ed. (Full Time) - - -M.Ed. (Part Time) - - -

10. Pre-practice teaching at the institution
a) Number of pre-practice teaching days
b) Minimum number of pre-practice teachingLessons given by each student

B.Ed.

40

40
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√

√

11. Practice Teaching at School
a) Number of schools identified for practiceTeaching

B.Ed.

B.Ed.b) Total number of practice teaching days
B.Ed.c) Minimum number of practice teachingLessons given by each student

12. How many lessons are given by the student teachers in simulation and pre-practiceteaching in classroom situations?

13. Is the scheme of evaluation made known to students at the beginning of theacademic session?Yes No14. Does the institution provide for continuous evaluation?Yes No15. Weight age (in percentage) given to internal and external evaluationProgrammes Internal ExternalB.Ed. 25% 75%M.Ed. (Full Time) - -M.Ed. (Part Time) - -

No. 21No. of Lessons Pre-practiceteachingNo. 7No. of Lessons Insimulation

40

20

7
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√

16. Examinations
a) Number of sessional tests held for each paperb) Number of assignments for each paper

B.Ed. M.Ed.

17. Access to ICT (Information and Communication Technology) and technology.Yes No
Computers √Intranet √Internet √Software / courseware (CDs) √Audio resources √Videoresources √Teaching Aids and other related materials √Any other (specify and indicate) √

18. Are there courses with ICT enabled teaching-learning process?Yes √ No
19. Does the institution offer computer science as a subject?Yes √ No

If yes, is it offered as a compulsory or optional paper?Compulsory Optional

Number 02

02 -

05 -
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√

√
√

√

√

√

Criterion III: Research, Consultancy and Extension

1. Number of teachers with Ph. D and their percentage to the total facultystrength
Number 01 7.69 %2. Does the Institution have ongoing research projects?Yes No √If yes, provide the following details on the ongoingresearch Projects

Funding agency Amount (Rs) Duration (years) Collaboration, if
any

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

(Additional rows/columns may be inserted as per the requirement)

3. Number of completed research projects during last three years.
4. How does the institution motivate its teachers to take up research in education?(Markfor positive response and X for negative response)
 Teachers are given study leave
 Teachers are provided with seed money
 Adjustment in teaching schedule
 Providing secretarial support and other facilities
 Any other specify and indicate

5. Does the institution provide financial support to research scholars?Yes No6. Number of research degrees awarded during the last 5 years.a. Ph.D.b. M. Phil.7. Does the institution support student research projects (UG & PG)?Yes No

Not Applicable

1

1
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8. Details of the Publications by the faculty (Last five years)Yes No NumberInternational journals - - -National  journals – referred papersNon referred papers √ 04Academic articles in reputedmagazines/news papers 3 - -
Books - - -Any other (specify and indicate) * * -

8. Are there awards, recognition, patents etc received by the faculty?Yes No √

9. Number of papers presented by the faculty and students (during last five years):Faculty StudentsNational seminarsInternational seminars
Any other academic forum

10. What types of instructional materials have been developed by the institution?(Mark `’ for yes and `X’ for No.)Self-instructional materialsPrint materialsNon-print materials (e.g. teachingAids/audio-visual,  multimedia, etc.)Digitalized (Computer aided instructional materials)Question bankAny  other  (specifies and indicates)

Number

√

√

√

20

3

√

√

√

20

3
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√

√

√

√

11. Does the institution have a designated person for extension activities?Yes NoIf yes, indicate the nature of the post.Full-time Part-time Additional charge
12. Are there NSS and NCC programmes in the institution?Yes No
13. Are there any other outreach programmes provided by the institution?

Yes No
14. Number of other curricular/co-curricular meets organized by other academicagencies/NGOs on Campus
15. Does the institution provide consultancy services?Yes No
In case of paid consultancy what is the net amount generated during last three years.
16. Does the institution have networking/linkage with other institutions/ organizations?

Local level √State level √National level √International level √

02

√
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√

√

√

√

√

√

√

40000

Criterion IV: Infrastructure and Learning Resources1. Built-up Area (in sq. mts.)
2. Are the following laboratories been established as per NCTE Norms?a) Methods lab Yes Nob) Psychology lab Yes Noc) Science Lab(s) Yes Nod) Education Technology lab Yes Noe) Computer lab Yes Nof) Workshop for preparingteaching aids Yes No3. How many Computer terminals are available with the institution?
4. What is the Budget allotted for computers (purchase and maintenance) during theprevious academic year?
5. What is the Amount spent on maintenance of computer facilities during theprevious academic year?
6. What is the Amount spent on maintenance and upgrading of laboratory facilitiesduring the previous academic year?
7. What is the Budget allocated for campus expansion (building) and upkeep for thecurrent academic session/financial year?
8. Has the institution developed computer-aided learning packages?Yes No

15000

100000

25000

08

1860 sq mts
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9. Total number of posts sanctioned Open Reserved
TeachingNon-teaching10. Total number of postsvacant Open Reserved

TeachingNon-teaching
11. a. Number of regular and permanent teachers Open Reserved (Gender-wise)

Lecturers
Readers
Professors

b. Number of temporary/ad-hoc/part-time teachers (Gender-wise)Open Reserved
Lecturers
Readers

professor
c. Number of teachersfrom same stateOther states

M F M F
04 03 04 03

01 01 02 03

05

09

M F M F
- - - -

- - - -

M F M F
- - - -

M F M F
- - - -

M F M F
09 00 02 00

M F M F
- 01 02 -

M F M F
M F M F
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√

12. Teacher student ratio (program-wise)Programme Teacher student ratioB.Ed. 1:8M.Ed. (Full Time) -M.Ed. (Part Time) -

13. a. Non-teaching staff Open Reserved
Permanent
Temporary

b. Technical Assistants Permanent
Temporary

14. Ratio of Teaching – non-teaching staff
15. Amount spent on the salaries of teaching faculty during the previous academicsession (% of total expenditure)
16. Is there an advisory committee for the library?Yes No17. Working hours of the LibraryOn working daysOnholidaysDuring examinations18. Does the library have an Open access facility

45.00%

13:5

M F M F
- - 01 -

M F M F
- - 01 01

6 hours

-

8 hours

Yes √ No

M F M F
01 - 03 -M F M F
- - 01 02
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19. Total collection of the following in the librarya. Books- Textbooks- Reference books
b. Magazinesc. Journals subscribed- Indian journals- Foreign journals
d.Peer reviewed journalse. Back volumes of journalsf. E-information resources

- Online journals/e-journals- CDs/ DVDs- Databases- Video Cassettes- Audio Cassettes
20. Mention theTotal carpet area of the Library (in sq. mts.)Seating capacity of the Reading room
21. Status of automation of LibraryYet to intimatePartially automatedFully automated
22. Which of the following services/facilities are provided in the library?

4500

3740

760

10

89.2 sq.mts

20

14

14

04

08

01

14
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1 week

1 month

50

CirculationClippingBibliographic compilationReferenceInformation display and notificationBook BankPhotocopyingComputer and PrinterInternetOnline access facilityInter-library borrowingPower back upInformation literacy about the new item of librarythrough display & verbalAny other (please specifies and indicates)23. Are students allowed to retain books for examinations?
Yes √ No

24. Furnish information on the followingAverage number of books issued/returned per dayMaximum number of days books are permitted to be retainedby studentsby facultyMaximum number of books permitted forissuefor studentsfor facultyAverage number of users who visited/consulted per monthRatio of library books (excluding textbooks and book bankfacility)to the number of students enrolled

02

15

02

1:10.7
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25. What is the percentage of library budget in relation to total budget of the institution
26. Provide the number of books/ journals/ periodicals that have been added to thelibrary during the last three years and their cost.

2012-13 2013-14 2014-15
Number Total cost

(in Rs.)
Number Total cost

(in Rs.)
Number Total cost

(in Rs.)Text books 3500

50257/-

120

6050

120

6050
Other books 700 (ref.) 30 30Journals/Periodicals 09 02 03Any othersspecify andindicate
(Additional rows/columns may be inserted as per requirement)

Criterion V: Student Support and Progression
1. Programme wise “dropout rate” for the last three batchesProgrammes Year 1 Year 2 Year 3B.Ed. 03 0 01M.Ed. (FullTime) 0 0 0

M.Ed. (PartTime) - - -
2. Does the Institution have the tutor-ward/or any similar mentoring system?Yes No √If yes, how many students are under the care of a mentor/tutor?

3%
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3. Does the institution offer Remedial instruction?
Yes √ No

4.Does the institution offer Bridge courses?
Yes No √

5. Examination Results during past three years (provide year wise data)UG PG M.PhilI II III I II III I II IIIPass percentage 97.9% 92.00% 96% - - -
Number of firstclasses 97.0% 100% 83.8% - - -
Number ofdistinctions - - - - - -
Exemplaryperformanceuniversity ranks

- - - - -

6.Number of students who have passed competitive examinations during thelast three years (provide year wise data)
NETSLET/SETAny  other  (specifies and indicates)(CTET/TET)

I II III

0 0 0

0 0 0

17 12 22
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7.Mention the number of students who have received financial aid during thepast three years.Financial Aid I II IIIMerit Scholarship - - -Merit-cum-meansscholarship - - -

Fee concession - - -Loan facilities - - -Any other specify andindicate(Post  Metric Scholarship) 38 52 53

(Additional rows may be inserted as per requirement)

8. Is there a Health Centre available in the campus of the institution?Yes √ No
9. Does the institution provide Residential accommodation for:FacultyNon-teaching staff10. Does the institution provide Hostel facility for its students?

Yes √ No
If yes, number of students residing in hostelsMenwomen11. Does the institution provide indoor and outdoor sports facilities?Sports fieldsIndoor sportsfacilities Gymnasium

0

12

Yes No √Yes No √

Yes √ NoYes √ NoYes No √
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12. Availability of rest rooms for Women
Yes √ No

13. Availability of rest rooms for men
Yes √ No

14. Is there transport facility available?
Yes √ No

15. Does the Institution obtain feedback from students on their campus experience?
Yes √ No

16. Give information on the Cultural Events (Last year data) in which the institutionparticipated/organized. Organized Participated
Yes No Number Yes No NumberInter-collegiate Yes - 01 YES - 02Inter-university - - - - - -National - - - - - -Any other(specify andindicate)SRIJAN INTERDISTRIC SCHOOLLEVEL
Yes - 01 - - -

(Excluding college day celebration)
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√

√

√

17. Give details of the participation of students during the past year at theuniversity, state, regional, national and international sports meets.Participation ofstudents(Numbers)
Outcome(Medal achievers)StateRegional Kho-kho girls 11 -NationalInternational

18. Does the institution have an active Alumni Association?
Yes √ NoIf yes, give the year of establishment

19. Does the institution have a Student Association/Council?Yes No
20. Does the institution regularly publish a college magazine?Yes No21. Does the institution publish its updated prospectus annually?Yes No
22. Give the details on the progression of the students to employment/furtherstudy (Give percentage) for last three yearsYear 1(%) Year 2(%) Year 3(%)Higher studies 22 25 28Employment (Total) 42 48 56TeachingNon teaching 34 37 4108 11 15

10.09.2012
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√

√

√

√

√

23. Is there a placement cell in the institution?Yes NoIf yes, how many students were employed through placement cell during the past threeyears. 1 2 303 05 09
24. Does the institution provide the following guidance and counseling services tostudents? Yes No

 Academic guidance and Counseling
 Personal Counseling
 Career Counseling

Criterion VI: Governance and Leadership

1.Does the institution have a functional Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) or anyother similar body/committee
Yes No

2.Frequency of meetings of Academic and Administrative Bodies: (last year)
Governing Body/management 1Staff council 3IQAC/or any other similar body/committee 1Internal Administrative Bodies contributing to quality improvement of theinstitutional processes. (mention only for three most important bodies) -
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-

3.What are the Welfare Schemes available for the teaching and non-teaching staff ofthe institution? Loan facilityMedicalassistanceInsuranceOther (specifies and indicates)4.Number of career development programmes made available for non-teaching staffduring the last three years
01 01 01

5.Furnish the following details for the past three yearsa. Number of teachers who have availed the FacultyImprovement Program of the UGC/NCTE or any otherrecognized Organization
b. Number of teachers who were sponsored for professional developmentprogrammes by the institution NationalInternationalc. Number of faculty development programmes organized by the Institution:

1 1 1

d. Number of Seminars/ workshops/symposia on curricular development,Teaching- learning, Assessment, etc. organized by the institution
1 1 1

e. Research development programmes attended by the faculty
01 01 02

Yes √ NoYes √ NoYes √ No
Yes No √

0 0 1
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1.
f. Invited/endowment lectures at the institution

2 3 3Any other area (specifies the programme and indicates)
6.How does the institution monitor the performance of the teaching and non-teachingstaff?a. Self-appraisalb. Student assessment of faculty performancec. Expert assessment of faculty performanced. Combination of one or more of the abovee. Any other (specifies and indicates)
7.Are the faculty assigned additional administrative work?

Yes No √

If yes, give the number of hours spent by the faculty per week
8. Provide the income received under various heads of the account by the institution forprevious academic sessionGrant-in-aid

FeesDonationSelf-funded coursesAny other (specifies and indicates)

-

-

-

01

Yes √ No
Yes √ NoYes √ NoYes No √Yes No √

28500.00
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√

9. Expenditure statement (for last two years) Year 1 Year2Total sanctioned Budget 4887500 4752500% spent on the salary of faculty 39% 40%% spent on the salary of non-teaching employees% spent on books and journals (library expenses) 2% 1%% spent on developmental activities (expansion ofbuilding) 1% 5%
% spent on telephone, electricity and water 2% 1%% spent on maintenance of building, sports facilities,hostels, residential complex and student amenities, etc. 21% 19%
% spent on maintenance of equipment, teaching aids,contingency etc. 21% 16%
% spent on research and scholarship (seminars,conferences, faculty development programs, facultyexchange, etc.)

13% 17%

% spent on travel 5%Any other (specify and indicate)Total expenditure incurred 4736050 5025996
10. Specify the institutions surplus/deficit budget during the last three years?(specify the amount in the applicable boxes given below)Surplus in Rs. Deficit in Rs.

1993957 2012-2013
284362 2013-2014

156329 2014-2015
11. Is there an internal financial audit mechanism?Yes No

147980
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√

√

√

√

12. Is there an external financial audit mechanism?
Yes No

13. ICT/Technology supported activities/units of the institution:AdministrationFinanceStudent RecordsCareer CounselingAptitude TestingExaminations/Evaluation/Assessment
Any other (specifies and indicates)

14. Does the institution have an efficient internal coordinating andmonitoring mechanism?Yes No
15. Does the institution have an inbuilt mechanism to check the work efficiency ofthe non-teaching staff?Yes No
16. Are all the decisions taken by the institution during the last three years approvedby a competent authority?Yes No

Yes √ NoYes √ No
Yes √ No
Yes √ NoYes No √Yes √ NoYes √ No
Yes No √
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√

√

√

√

√

17. Does the institution have the freedom and the resources to appoint andpay temporary/ ad hoc / guest teaching staff?
Yes No

18. Is a grievance redressed mechanism in vogue in the institution?a) For teachersb) For studentsc) For non - teaching staff
19. Are there any ongoing legal disputes pertaining to the institution?Yes No
20. Has the institution adopted any mechanism/process for internal academicaudit/quality checks?Yes No
21. Is the institution sensitised to modern managerial concepts such as strategicplanning, teamwork, decision-making, computerisation and TQM?

Yes No

√
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√

√

Criterion VII: Innovative Practices1.Does the institution has an established Internal Quality Assurance Mechanisms ?Yes No
2.Do students participate in the Quality Enhancement of the Institution?

Yes No3.What is the percentage of the following student categories in the institution?
Category Men % Women %a SC 05 5 05 5b ST 09 9 11 11c OBC 24 24 30 30d Physicallychallenged 0 0 0 0e General Category 05 5 11 11f Rural 33 33 41 41g Urban 10 10 16 16h Any  other( specify) nil - Nil -
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4. What is the percentage of the staff in the following category?Category Teaching staff % Non-teachingstaff %
a SC 0 0b ST 0 0c OBC 02 03d Women 00 01e Physically challenged - -f General Category 10 01g Any  other( specify) - - - -

5. What is the percentage incremental academic growth of the students for the last two batches?Category At Admission On completion of the courseBatch I2013-2014 Batch II2014-2015 Batch I2013-2014 Batch II2014-2015SC 09 10 09 10ST 24 20 24 20OBC 48 54 48 54Physicallychallenged - - - -GeneralCategory 19 16 19 15
Rural 65 74 65 74Urban 35 26 31 25Any  other( specify) - - - -
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Part II
The Evaluative

Report
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1. Executive Summary
A BRIEF INTRODUCTION ABOUT COLLEGE

Introduction
Janki College of Education, Raigarh is being associated with Guardian and

Guide Education Society, Raigarh (C.G.) registered under the act 2002 from
firm and registration society, Bilaspur.

The college is  situated in green lush environment in outskirts’ of Raigarh
township, that is in the Rural area. The motive of our institution is to spread
employment oriented education and thus fulfill the social need of education
and employment and hence contributing in  the socio-economical growth of
the society.

A household simple lady came out in 1990's to support her family and
started a school. later on with the growth and contribution to the society in
the field of education this Education college was stared. The academic doors
were opened in the fall of 2012 with the intake of 100 students. one woman’s
dream is today a growing and glowing reality, a vibrant and independent
institution which always promote the youth strength to enlightened and come
out

Location
Raigarh Chhattisgarh is located in main railway route of Mumbai-

Howrah, It is the border of Odisa and approximately 300 Km from the capital
town of Chhattisgarh. A major multicultural and industrially developed city.

Associated University
Initially in session 2012-13 the college was associated with Sarguja

University, Ambikapur, After that with reference to the order no.
1032/Aca/2013 dated 21.11.2013  our college was shifted to Bilaspur
University, Bilaspur (C.G.)

College in Brief
College is furnished with well equipped laboratory, library, students

support system, learned teaching staff. College frequently organize co-
curricular activities, community camps, yoga classes carrier guidance and
personality development support.
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In short span of three years the college had supported students in many
arena and continuously forwarding  in the path of continuous progress.

The institution is only running Bachelor of education (B.Ed) programme
and 100 students enrolled.

The institution has come up with a winning combination of cutting edge
methodology and traditional values. It not only exposes the students to the
latest developments in the field of school education but also expects them to
adhere to the highest levels of personality integrity. students are encouraged
to develop a problem solving mentality to meet a sure path of success in life.
because -

"Sky is the limit....................."
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Criterion – wise
Analysis
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Criterion I: Curricular Aspects

1.1 Curricular Design andDevelopment

1. State the objectives of the institution and the major considerations addressed by
them? (Intellectual, Academic, Training, Access to the Disadvantaged, Equity, Self
development, Community and National Development, Issue of ecology and
environment, Value Orientation, Employment, Global trends and demands, etc.)

Objectives of the Institutions:-
1. To provide dedicated teachers to the society.
2. To provide excellence in education.
3. Affirms the gifts and challenge and the potential of each students.
4. To motivate students to prepare themselves for problem solving attitude

and thus support in personality development.
5. To inculcate the innovative tendency in the field of education and hence

pave path for research.
6. To promote teacher education students for the best use of Interactive

communication technology in teaching and learning process.
7. To make the teacher students at ease for regular and frequent use of latest

technologies in ICT.
8. To  develop positive attitude, interest and passion towards teaching

profession among them.
9. To lay emphasis on developing a sense of discipline, upholding moral

values, knowledge of health, hygiene, recreational activities, creative
abilities and games.

10. Encourage students to honor God, humanity and values.

Goals to be achieved :
1. To develop teacher students with all round personality development, leadership
and initiative quality.
2. To develop   awareness of human rights and environmental issues.
3. To develop the value of national integrity give an new view to the students
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about national identity.
4. To develop proper training methods like as hard-work and discipline among
student- teachers.
5. To develop the self realization and feel responsibility as a teacher for
development of students and society.
6. To train teacher students to develop their knowledge so that they can pass
proper guidance and counseling to the school student.
7. To develop potential to respond sensitively to personal, social and academic
issues.
8. To encourage teacher student for waste management.
9. To develop the method of developing new and effective teaching aid by using
waste management technology.
10. To inculcate the respect for nature.
11. To motivate them to develop the reading habits and hence develop competent
teachers with teaching and knowledge skills .
12. To motivate students to express their nature of creativeness by any means but
promote to develop the teaching aid.
13. To motivate students to make maximum use of ICT learning materials at
higher secondary levels.
14. To develop awareness and attitude to word global job placement services.
15. To develop the skills required for effective teaching and utilizing all resources
in the teaching – learning process.

2. Specify the various steps in the curricular development processes. (Needassessment, development of information database pertaining to the feedback fromfaculty, students, alumni, employers and academic experts, and formalizing thedecisions in statutory academic bodies).
 The institution conduct the B.Ed course affiliated to Bilaspur University,

Bilaspur Chhattisgarh and in Co-education
 The University study the need of the Teachers and the society and ,

accordingly develop the curriculum.
 Alumni and faculty members also plays important role in the formation of

curriculum by giving feedback
 The academic schedule of the college is prepared in such a way so that the it
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meets the  institutions goal and their objectives as well as suffice the need of
university curriculum.

3. How are the global trends in teacher education reflected in the curriculum andexisting courses modified to meet the emergingneeds?
 The global trends in teachers education is reflected in the curriculum by means of

implementation of socio-academic portion added by the university.
 The university designed the curriculum in such a fashion that student teachers has to

go for community services, value education by the method of day assembly, teachers
follow up and school teaching in school of middle, secondary and sr. secondary level is
done.

 By the elapse of time the curriculum is modified to meet the emerging needs, as in
present the Teachers education programme is made for 2 years duration. Yoga and
other practices are added to strengthened the education system. The school teaching
duration is also increased from 1 month to 5 month which is the practical aspect of
Teachers education programme.

 Students are encouraged to use advance method of education - LCD & OHP.
 To develop and enhance the level of teaching faculty they are encouraged to attend the

various Training Programs, Paper Presentation, Seminars, International/National
Conferences and Workshop

4. How does the institution ensure that the curriculum bears some thrust on national issueslike environment, value education and ICT?
The institution is following the curriculum given by the university, but university had also design the
curriculum caring the national issue like environment and value education.

Environment:
Environment education is one of the elective paper; it deals with the national issues like
pollution control and waste management etc. This paper consist the methods of imparting
environmental education at various levels of education like primary, secondary, higher secondary
schools and colleges.
College promote students to opt environment as elective paper.
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More over our institutions celebrates plantation day and conducts seminar on environment related
topics like waste management, proper use of natural resources causes of environmental hazards. Over
college curriculum enclosed plantation programmes, gardening, environment awareness programmes.
Institute focuses on overall development of the student teacher.

Yoga:
Yoga is a science of respiration which always support human body to increase its efficiency mentally as well
as physically. It has been recently added in the curriculum which is thrust on national issues like health.

Value education:
Institution is being a social partner of Non governmental organisation who are giving their
services to the society. being member of such NGO's institutions also go for community services
and thus inculcate Value education among students .
ICT:
Elements of educational Technology and management  is a compulsory paper designed by the
university. Hence Student teacher has to follow the curriculum and make use of ICT in their education
system .

5. Does the institution make use of ICT for curricular planning? If yes give details.
Yes. the institution make use of ICT for curricular planning.
To pass proper information to all students we need good communication media which is
possible only by ICT.
It is rightly said that when we see we take more rather then when we hear, so power point
presentation, OHP and  internet facility are used to get new ideas in teaching learning
process. CD's are used in the classroom for teaching, and students are assigned to given
their seminars and presentation through PPT's only. Thus ITC is encouraged.

Academic Flexibility
1. How does the institution attempt to provide experiences to the students so thatteaching becomes a reflective practice?

To make teaching a reflective practice the student teachers are given -
- Micro-Teaching
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- Pre-Practice Teaching
- Demonstration Classes
- Seminars
- Invited Lectures
- Workshops
- Team teaching are organized.
- School Internship

2. How does the institution provide for adequate flexibility and scope in theoperational curriculum for providing varied learning experiences to the studentsboth in the campus and in the field?
The institution provides varied learning experience to the students both in the campus and in the
field by following the curriculum of Bilaspur University, Bilaspur as Internal assessment,
Assignment, Microteaching, group learning, teaching the theory subjects, camps, field trips.
Apart from the academic calendar the field programmes , camps are organized depending on the
availability of resources.

3. What value added courses have been introduced by the institution during the lastthree years which would for example: Develop communication skills (verbal &written), ICT skills, Life skills, Community orientation, Social responsibility etc.
The value added courses that had been introduced by the institution are -
a. Overall personality development programme
b. Yoga & health education programme
c. English communication development programme
d. Waste management programme
e. Youth carrier orientation programme.
f. Calligraphy  workshop
g. Social Camps
h. ICT skills development programme
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4. How does the institution ensure the inclusion of the following aspectsin the curriculum?
i. Interdisciplinary/Multidisciplinary – The curriculum of B.Ed is versatile and it

itself provide a room for the interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary activities.
Students have to work on the theory part as well as in practical part which
include two school subjects and laboratory work for psychology, productive
work etc.)

ii.College aim for full personality development and hence multi skill training is
given which generally covers -

Communication skill
Command in ITC
Leadership Quality
Respect and responsibility for their profession.
Enhancement in observation skill

iii. productive work as community work, camps, teaching practice, extra-curricular
activities, cultural activities, Craft, gardening, community work, microteaching
,teaching practice, cultural activities provide multi skill development.

□ Inclusive education - All the student are treated equally regardless of any
caste and creed.  But still if any student is week in any particular aspect,
He/She is treated personally by personal guidence. If 2 or more students are
facing same problem extra class is arranged for them as remedial teaching.

□ Practice teaching is a combination of observation and teaching. It is
preceded by pre-practice teaching in the college. Then student Teachers are
sent to real school situation were they have to teach 40 lessons to the
students with effective teaching aids.

□ their teaching are guided by teacher educator .
□ The very important aspect is the feedback from the practice schools Head

master, subject teacher  and supervising Teacher
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iv. School experience/Internship - The trainees are familiarized day to day activities
of the school during the teaching practice. The tasks are :

a. They observe the teacher attendance register.
b. Conducting morning assembly
c. School Time table
d. Idea for writing Daily Diary
e. Lesson plan in real teaching
f. Conducting classes
g. Conducting tests
h. Organizing games and sports activities
i. Conducting co-curricular activities like quiz, debate, essay writing in classroom.
j. Carrying out case studies
The real teaching practice strengthened the inter personal relationship between student
teacher, practice teaching school and  institution

v. Work experience – Work experience is as integral part of the curriculum. School expect their
teachers to be competent enough to give all round personality development. This is
possible only if the teacher student also go for all kind of experiences It provides Craft
education, gardening, Co-curricular experience, Class-room decoration. Some sort of simple work is
being allotted to eachstudent and students are encouraged to develop psychomotorskill.

a. Painting
b. Hand work
c. Handicrafts
d. Wealth from waste
e. File making

vi.Any other (specifies and gives details) -
(Also list out the programmes / courses where the above aspects have been incorporated).
Refer to Annexure no. (Syllabus) – 3.
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1.3 Feedback on Curriculum
1. How does the institution encourage feedback and communication from theStudents, Alumni, and Employers, Community, Academic peers and otherstakeholders with reference to the curriculum?

Feedback and communication from students, Alumni, employers community and
academic peer with reference to the curriculum is done in regular intervals

2. Is there a mechanism for analysis and use of the outcome from the feedback toreview and identify areas for improvement and the changes to be brought in thecurriculum? If yes give details on the same.
Feedback form is a vital source for performing corrective and preventive action on curriculum

design. Based on the feedback, suggestions are given to the faculty to improve there teaching strategy
and also in other fields like co-curricular activities, activity etc.

3. What are the contributionsof the institution to curriculumdevelopment?
(MemberofBoS/sending timelysuggestions, feedback,etc.)

After careful analysis of feedback obtained from various sources, the college decides at the area of
improvement & sends the suggestion to university for appropriate action.

1.4 Curriculum Update
1. Which courses have undergone a major curriculum revision during the last five years?How did these changes contribute to quality improvement and student satisfaction?(Provide details of only the major changes in the content that have been made).

Our college is affiliated to Bilaspur university, Bilaspur. Our institutions came in
existance only three years earlier and has no contribution in revision of syllabus as
University has not suggested curriculum revision.

2. What are the strategies adopted by the institution for curriculum revision and update?(Need assessment, student input, feedback from practicing schools etc.)
The college adopted the strategies laid by the university for B.Ed. curriculum.
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1.5 Best Practices in curricular Aspects
1. Whatisthequalitysustenanceandqualityenhancementmeasureundertakenby theinstitution during the last five years in curricular aspects?

For Quality sustenance and Quality enhancement the faculties are regularly in touch with the
global media that is internet.
The students are given such environment so that they can discuss their problems with the
faculty very conveniently and thus sustain their qualities.
Seminars, workshop, flow of  communication, are the other media through which Quality
sustainability and enhancement is regularly done.
Thus faculty and students both are supported.

2. What innovations/best practices in ‘Curricular Aspects’ have been planned/implemented by the institution?
 The practices in Curricular aspects  that has been planned and implemented by the institution

are -
 Follow up of regular curriculum
 Feedbacks analysis and discussion.
 Proper communication between faculty and student teacher.

Additional Information to be provided by Institutions opting for
Re- accreditation /Re-assessment

1.5.1 What are the main evaluative observations/suggestions made in the firstassessment report with reference to curricular aspects and how have they beenacted upon?
Not Applicable

1.5.2 What is the major quality sustenance and enhancement measure undertaken by theinstitution since the previous assessment and accreditation.
Not Applicable
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Criterion II: Teaching-Learning and Evaluation

2.1 Admission Process and Student Profile1. Give details of the admission processes and admission policy (criteriafor admission, adherence to the decisions of the regulatory bodies, equity,access, transparency, etc.) of the institution?
The B.Ed programme admission is governed by a Government body "Vyavasayik
pariksha mandal (VYPAM) Chhattisgarh". They organise an entrance
examination and generate a list of qualified students. Now the roll of SCERT
starts here. These qualified students apply for different colleges as per their
comfortability and after that colleges are alloted by SCERT only. List is  generated
college wise, now student approach to college with their documents. Documents
are verified at college level and admission is given.
Criteria for admission -
 Qualified in pre B.Ed examination.
 Name should be in the college list generated by SCERT
 Minimum 50% marks in graduation or post graduation which ever is the

basis of B.Ed entrance.

Since the allotment is done by government bodies the access and transparency is
very clear. All the details are published in the website of SCERT.

2. How are the programmes advertised? What information is provided toprospective students about the programs through the advertisement andprospectus or other similar material of the institution?
In Chhattisgarh state the admission in B.Ed programme is given through entrance
test followed by counselling. This test is conducted by "Vyavsayik  pariksha
mandal,chhattisgarh". This government body only advertise in leading news
paper.
The college at its own end advertise the recognition, affiliation status , courses
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offered, facilities available and achievement through wed site,  newspapers,
brochures, pamphlet and the prospectus.

3. How does the institution monitor admission decisions to ensure that thedetermined admission criteria are equitably applied to all applicants?
Director,   SCERT   Raipur,   is the authority who determines   and   maintains
the   admission   criteria   and equitability to all students. and generate a list of
admitted students.
Representatives from our institution attend the counseling programme to guide
the students.
Those admitted students documents are re-verified in the college end before actual
admission process to maintain the equitability applied to all students.

3. Specify the strategies if any, adopted by the institution to retain thediverse student population admitted to the institution. (e.g. individualsof diverse economic, cultural, religious, gender, linguistic, backgroundsand physically challenged)
Because the admission list is not generated by the Institution, Institution only
follow the reservation policy adopted by the SCERT and Bilaspur University,
Bilaspur .

5. Is there a provision for assessing student’s knowledge/ needs and skillsbefore the commencement of teaching programmes? If yes givedetails on the same.
No, Only Pre B.Ed. examination is the provision for assessing student’s
knowledge  and skills.
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2.2 Catering to Diverse Needs

1. Describe how the institution works towards creating an overallenvironment conducive to learning and development of the students?
Quality management System is laid on providing conductive environment to
learning and development of student.

2. How does the institution cater to the diverse learning needs of thestudents? Identifying weak and strong students and provided themthe neededsupport.
 The institution cater the diverse learning needs of the students by -

 The student Teacher are encouraged to learn beyond the specified
curriculum by faculties assistance, learning resources, and excellent
support in real time school teaching.

 Tests, Assignments and sessional are given time to time for the core paper
and for the creative task as craft file etc

 Information and communication Technology is used for instructions and
practiced so that the curriculum practical aspect is practised.

 Since students belong to different caste and creed so Bilingual method is
used for teaching learning process as well as study materials are also
provided in bilingual

Generally week and strong students are indentified by the test conducted
in the institution. For them if required personal guidance and extra
classes are given .

3. What are the activities envisioned in the curriculum for student teachers tounderstand the role of diversity and equity in teaching learning process?
The activities envisioned in the curriculum for student teachers to understand the
role of diversity and equity in teaching learning process are in B.Ed. curriculum
only designed by the universities . Universities had given theoritical
and practical tasks along with work experience, co-curricular activities,
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various camps, seminar and workshops which give sufficient space for diversified
learning.

4. How does the institution ensure that the teacher educators areknowledgeable and sensitive to cater to the diverse student needs?
Feedback is taken from the students throughout the session in written format
Academic committee supervise all the programmes. Institute also encourages its
faculty to develop themselves in qualification, training, research oriented work
etc.

5. What are the various practices that help student teachers developknowledge and skills related to diversity and inclusion and apply themeffectively in classroom situations?
The various practices that help Student teachers to develop knowledge and skills
related to diversity and inclusion and apply them effectively in classroom situations
are -

 Value oriented education.
 Remedial Teaching
 Personal consultancy
 Community camps
 use of audio-visual aids
 Use of teaching aids as flow chart, picture cards, OHP sheets, static and

dynamic model
 Pre-teaching practice in college before real school teaching
 Micro -Teaching
 Macro -teaching
 Demonstration classes
 Seminars
 Guest Lectures
 Field Visits
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2.3 Teaching-Learning Process1. How does the institution engage students in “active learning”? (Use oflearning resources such as library, web site, focus group, individualprojects, simulation, peer teaching, role-playing, internships, practicum,etc.)
Institution engage students in "Active Learning" by following providing following
facilities-

 Use of ICT

 Interactive sessions

 Equipped Library

 Guests Lectures

 Micro and macro Teaching

 Cultural activities

 seminars and guests lectures

2. How ‘learning’ is made student-centered? Give a list of the participatorylearning activities adopted by the Institution and those, whichcontributed to self- management of knowledge, and skill development bythe students?
Learning is made student centered only by proper involvement of students
which means their active participation. This is done through following
programmes -
a. Micro teaching
b. Macro Teaching
c. Co-curricular activities
d. College campus beautification like putting Rangolies and minor gardening

projects
e. Organizing Sports week..
f. Motivating them for proper approach of teaching learning by personal

consultancies.
g. Interactive sessions academic and co-curricular both.
h. All Activities and small functions as 15th August, 26th Janurary,
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Teachers Day, Ambedkar Jayanti, Gandhi Jayanti etc are organized by
students themselves. It improves involvment and leadership, team spirit
among students.
It is mandatory for every student to participate in every activity.

3. What are the instructional approaches (various models of teachings used)and experiences provided for ensuring effective learning? Detail anyinnovative approach/method developed and/used.
The instructional approaches for ensuring effective learning are done by following
methods :-

 Use of static and dynamic models.
 Micro Teaching
 Lectures
 Questionnaire in the class room during lecture
 Use of audio visual CDs
 Use of projectors

4. Does the institution have a provision for additional training in models of
teaching? If yes, provide details on the models of teaching and number of
lessons given by each student.

No,  the  institution does not provided  any  additional training in  models of
teaching.

5. Does the student teacher use micro-teaching technique for developingteaching skills? If yes, list the skills practiced and number of lessons givenby each student per skill.
Yes, the student teachers use microteaching technique for developing teaching
skills. Each student has to practice 3 lessons per skill. Following skills are dealt and
practiced in microteaching programme.
1. Skill of introduction.
2. Skill of explanation.
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3. Skill of reinforcement
4. Skill of example
5. Black board skill
6. Stimulus skill
7. Skill of lesson closure

6. Detail the process of practice teaching in schools. (Lessons a student givesper day, lessons observed by the teacher educators, peers/school teachers,feedback mechanism, monitoring mechanisms of lesson plans, etc.)
The detail process of practice teaching is schools is -

 Each Students needs to practice 40 lessons
 Each 40 lessons are divided in 2 parts
 A student is given two lessons per day.
 Students are asked to prepare Lesson plan
 This lesson plan is checked by the supervisor of concerned subject

before teaching practice.
 Observation of the student’s teaching is done by the supervisors deputed for

the particular practice teaching school.
 The supervisor observes the lesson and makes her comment on giving the

feedback to the students.

7. Describe the process of Block Teaching / Internship of students in vogue.
Internship programmes is generally held after the practice teaching. Students
are sent to selected schools in groups of 8-10, where they participate and conduct
as per the schooling process.

8. Are the practice teaching sessions/plans developed in partnership,cooperatively involving the school staff and mentor teachers? If yes givedetails on the same.
The Practice teaching schools allow our student teacher to take their classes. So
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in-order to link with the ongoing curriculum and avoid the loss of time and
portion of the practise school students it is very important that we need the
involvement  and co-operation prepare the lesson plan involving school staff and
mentore teachers.
Though lesson plan is checked by our faculty.

9. How do you prepare the student teachers for managing the diverselearning needs of students in schools?
The student teachers are prepared for managing the diverse learning needs of
students in schools by giving them forllowing instructions -

 The students teachers are asked to follow the rules and regulations of the
school and maintain the discipline.

 We teach them that they are new to the environment and they should
maintain patience to indulge in the situation.

 They should observe and try to understand the students pshychology.
 They should start the day with interactive session.
 They should motivate students to ask questions and try to answer they.
 They should prepare themselves for the actual course academically for better

involvement.
 They should always use teaching aids.

10. What are the major initiatives for encouraging student teachers to use /adopt technology in practice teaching?
The initiatives taken to encourage student teacher to adopt technology in
practise teaching are -

 Students are taught the importance and ease of the technology.
 They are exposed to computer LCD projector & OHP during teaching

learning process .
 Student teacher are asked to prepare their power point presentation.
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2.4 Teacher Quality

1. What is the ratio of student teachers to identified practice teachingschools? Give the details on what basis the decision has been taken?
The ratio of student teachers in practice teaching school depends on the practice
teaching school arrangement only , as they have already pre-divided sections and
classes.

2. What is the ratio of student teachers to identified practice teachingschools? Give the Details on what basis the decision has been taken?
Ratio of student teachers to identified practice teaching schools is generally 20:1.
This depends on the advice of the principal and the school managements of the
practice teaching schools.

3. Describe the mechanism of giving feedback to the students and how it isused for performance improvement.
The mechanism of feedback to the student for their performance development is -

 A Teachers observation diary is maintained after each class by the observer
teacher to give feed back to the students.

 Through microteaching book- In which group of students among themselves
analysis the pre-teaching practice of the student, which is finally checked by the
observer teacher.

 By verbal communication also Teacher educator support the students teacher.

4. How does the institution ensure that the student teachers are updated onthe policy directions and educational needs of the schools?
The Teacher observer goes to practice teaching school and talk with the
management and principal of the school regarding the educational needs of the
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practice school and give a detail brief to the student teacher before they start
the real practice teaching. It is very important task in-order to avoid the time
and academic loss of the practice teaching school. Thus the institution ensure
that the student teachers are updated on the policy directions and educational
needs of the schools.

5. How do the students and faculty keep pace with the recentdevelopments in the school subjects and teaching methodologies?
The students and faculty keep pace with the recent developments in the
school subjects and teaching methodologies by -

 Frequent use of  library and Internet facility
 Pre preparation for the subject they need to teach in real school teaching.
 Book review for the school subjects
 The brief of teacher observer after discussion with the management and Principal

of real practice teaching (as they are updated by the latest norms of CBSE and
State board) school also helps to develop the recent developments in the school
subjects and teaching methodologies.

6. What are the major initiatives of the institution for ensuring personal andprofessional / career development of the teaching staff of the institution(training, organizing and sponsoring professional development activities,promotional policies, etc.)
The major initiatives taken by the institution for ensuring personal and
professional/career development of the teaching staff is by -- The college encourages the teacher educators to attend seminars, conferences,

workshops.- The college also encourage for part – time research leading to M.Phil. and Ph.D.
degrees.- The college promotes staffs for in-service training programmes and orientation
courses by sanctioning days ‘On Duty’.- Motivating Teachers for higher Education.- The institute organizes guest lectures and promote faculties and students  for paper
publication
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7. Does the institution have any mechanism to reward and motivate staffmembers for good performance? If yes, give details.
Yes, the institution had the  mechanism to reward and motivate staff members
for appreciates and motivates teacher educators for their good performance by
- Appreciating the task in Managment principal and staff meeting.
- Positive personal congratulation after completion of any activity.
- Praising faculty in front of their students.
- Presenting small token of gifts to the faculties.

Criterion III: Research, Consultancy and Extension

3.1 Promotion of Research

1. How does the institution motivate its teachers to take up research ineducation?
College promotes research activity with learning. It  encourages  teachers by
facilitating them by following steps.

 By providing them study leave.
 By organizing guest lectures by eminent personalities & research scholars.
 By providing them infrastructural facilities.

2. What are the thrust areas of research prioritized by the institution?
The institution prioritized the teacher education, school education, educational
psychology, school administration, teacher’s competency, and new perspectives of
teaching & learning process as the area of research.

3. Does the institution encourage Action Research? If yes give details on someof the major outcomes and the impact.
Yes, institution encourages all the teacher educators to take up action research
related to the teaching learning problems that come across their teaching. The
teacher educator make use of the findings in improving the quality of teaching.
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Students are motivated to take up simple action research during their teaching
practice in school .

4. Give details of the Conference / Seminar / Workshop attendedand/organized by the faculty members in last five years
S.N NAME CONFERENCE SEMINAR WORKSHOP

National Inter
National

National Inter
National

National Inter
National

1 Dr. Rajiv 01 05 01

2 Mr. Tejram Naik 02 01
3 Mr. Suryadew Yadaw 02
4 Mr. Vinod Kumar 02
5 Mr. Rakesh Kumar 02
6 Mr. Achyutanand 02
7 Mr. Dinesh Kumar 02
8 Mr. Atul kumar 02
9 Mr. Surendra 02
10 Mr. Girish Chandra 02
11 Mr. Pradeep Kumar 02
12 Miss Jyoti Tiwari -
13 Mr. Rajendra -
14 Mr. Prakash mahto -

3.2 Research and Publication Output1. Give details of instructional and other materials developed includingteaching aids and/or used by the institution for enhancing the quality ofteaching during the last three years.
 Teaching aids /Charts /Models are prepared by the students in workshop

and are used in class room teaching.
 Various power point presentations are prepared by students as well as

faculty. These presentations are used in classroom teaching with the use of
LCD projector.

 Various educational CDS are used. Practice teaching is video recorded to
improve the students.

 OHP presentations are also prepared.
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2. Give details on facilitates available with the institution for developinginstructional materials?
A work shop /space area is assigned to develop instructional material.

 The College has a well equipped ET lab & computer lab.
 Library provides a lot of scope with the help of reference

books for developing instructional materials.
 Power point presentation is available.
 Internet facility.
 Books, journals, and magazines.
 Psychology lab.
 Art and craft.
 Science lab.

3. Did the institution develop any ICT/technology related  instructionalmaterials during the last five years? Give details.
 Yes, the institution developed many power point presentation related with

instructional materials.
 Educational CDs are there.
 OHP presentations are developed by the students.

4. Give details on various training programs and/or workshops onmaterial development (both instructional and other materials)
Attended by the staff
Orientation programme – 01
Refresher Course - 02
Organized by institution  Calligraphy  workshop of 5 days

5. List the journals in which the faculty members have published papers inthe last five years.
Number of published paper in Journals National –12
International -01
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6. Give details of the awards, honors and patents received by the facultymembers in last five years.
For getting cent percent result in their subject faculty members are awarded.

7. Give details of the Minor / Major research projects completed by staffmembers of the institution in last five years.
One  faculty member appeared for Ph.D. interview.

3.3 Consultancy

1. Did the institution provide consultancy services in last five years? Ifyes, give details.
 Time to time, the faculties and experts give personal and group guidance to our

trainees.
 Faculty and student teacher of our institutions provide special guidance for

school students.

2. Are faculty/staff members of the institute competent to undertakeconsultancy? If yes, list the areas of competency of staff members and thesteps initiated by the institution to publicize the available expertise.
 Training in communicative skills .
 Stress management for students
 Carrier orientation
 Motivational lectures
 Computer skill development for school students

3. How much revenue has been generated through consultancy in the lastfive years? How is the revenue generated, shared among the concernedstaff member and the institution?
No revenue is generated as consultancy is offered free
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4. How does the institution use the revenue generated through consultancy?
Consultancy is offered free

3.4 Extension Activités1. How has the local community benefited from the institution? (Contributionof the institution through various extension activities, outreachprogrammes, partnering with NGO’s and GO’s)
The institute has conducted numerous programme for the benefits of local
community partnering with  NGO’s  and  Government Organizations.
 Organizing camp on "Swach Bharat " in villages.
 Organizing blood donation camp.
 Conducting cultural programme.
 Organized  youth camps.
 Promotion of Education for girl child.
 Organized camps stating the importance of cleanliness.

2. How has the institution benefited from the community? (Communityparticipation in institutional development, institution-communitynetworking, institution-school networking, etc.)
It is the moral responsibility of any institution to serve the society. Hence the
institution  maintains a cordial relationship with the community. The college
arrange various citizenship camp in nearby villages. Being the location of college in
rural area institution receives high cooperation from the villagers during the camp
schedule. The community helps the college through providing food materials to the
student volunteers and also they take part in the community welfare measures
along with our students.

 Blood donation camps are conducted.
 Environmental awareness.
 Women education awareness rally.
 Rangoli and craft workshop.
 Calligraphy Workshop.
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 Organizing cultural programmes in order to stimulate them through
various programme related to literacy, drug addiction.

 Environmental hazards

3. What are the future plans and major activities the institution would liketo takeup for providing community orientation to students?
The future plans and mojor activities the  institutions  decided to take up for
providing community relation to students are –

 Value oriented co-curricular activities in school.
 Maintain  communal harmony
 Development of democratic citizenship.
 Planting and nurturing trees.
 Computer literacy programmes for girls.
 Work, hygiene and health awareness for women /girls.
 To visit orphanage and old age homes to give.
 To create awareness about the traffic regulation.
 To inculcate the necessity of cleanliness and to create awareness about the

environment and pollution.

4. Is there any project completed by the institution relating to the communitydevelopment in the last five years? If yes, give details.
Yes, through community camp, students collect different data related to individual
families educational status , living status, drinking water condition, Sanitory
condition etc of different villages.

5. How does the institution develop social and citizenship values and skillsamong its students?
Through community camp and social activity students interact with villagers and
provide them guidence related to social issues – like  health and education.
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3.5 Collaborations

1. Name the national level organizations, if any, with which the institution hasestablished linkages in the last five years. Detail the benefits resulted out ofsuch linkages.
The following National Organizations with which the institute has established
are the linkage  National council for Teacher Education Western Regional
Committee (NCTE) State council of Educational Research & Training (SCERT)
.

2. Name the international organizations, with which the institution hasestablished any linkage in the last five years. Detail the benefits resultedout of such linkages.
We have linkage with Shri Aurobindo Society (international level) and
participated in various social and cultural programmes for social improvement.

3. How did the linkages if any contribute to the following?
 Curriculum Development
 Teaching
 Training
 Practice Teaching
 Research
 Consultancy
 Extension
 Publication
 Student Placement

 Curriculum Development –shri Aurobindo society helps our students by
providing useful guidelines which helps the student.

 Teaching – Associate with school already run by the society in the campus where
teaching assistance is done by our student teacher.

 Training - carrier oriented training generally conducted by reputed agencies.
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 Publication –Our faculty publishing their research paper in various journals.
 Placement – Placement cell is there in campus to cater the market needs.

4. What are the linkages of the institution with the school sector? (Institute-school-community networking)
We have linkage with school sector
1. For practice teaching
2. Conducting seminar

5. Are the faculty actively engaged in schools and with teachers and otherschool personnel to design, evaluate and deliver practice teaching. If yesgive details.
Yes, because student teacher has to work on the practise teaching syllabus so our
faculty member discuss about the syllabus & curriculum of the schools. The
teaching aids, models and lesson plans are designed accordingly.

6. How does the faculty collaborate with school and other college or universityfaculty?
Our faculties are   frequently in contact with the other school college faculty by
means of curriculum discussion, method of curriculum adopted and recent, new and
innovative ideas develop in school education system.

3.6 Best Practices in Research, Consultancy and Extension

1. What are the major measures adopted by the institution to enhance theQuality of Research, Consultancy and Extension activities during the lastfive years?
 The college encourages its faculty members to engage in research. Some faculty

members are actively pursuing advanced courses for acquiring higher degrees.
 The college makes all out efforts to encourage faculty members to write
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articles / papers for publication in Journals. Papers have been presented at
national level.

 The college ensures participation of faculty in workshop of research methodology.
It promotes its faculty members to participate in education related conferences /
seminars workshops by providing required funds and facilities.

2. What are significant innovations / good practices in Research, Consultancyand Extension activities of the institution?
The college is not a research oriented educational institution. However, it
endeavors to promote research through various means and devices.

 Subscription to national and International journals.
 Computer lab with modern facilities.
 Availability of internet facility.
 The college provides flexibility in teaching schedule to the faculty doing research

work.

Additional Information to be provided by Institutions opting for Re-
accreditation / Re- assessment

1. What are the main evaluative observations/suggestions made in the firstassessment report with reference to Research Consultancy and Extension andhow have they been acted upon?
Not applicable

2. What is the other quality sustenance and enhancement measure undertakenby the institution since the previous assessment and accreditation.
Not applicable
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Criterion IV: Infrastructure and Learning Resources

4.1 Physical Facilities

1. Does the institution have the physical infrastructure as per NCTE norms? Ifyes, specify the facilities and the amount invested for developing theinfrastructure.Enclose the master plan of the building.
Yes, the institution has the physical infrastructure as per NCTE norms. Copy of the
information is attached. Annexure – 4

2. How does the institution plan to meet the need for augmenting theinfrastructureto keep pace with the academic growth?
Since the institute has already developed the infrastructure for the present need
of the courses but if needed the management will take necessary steps for
augmenting it.

3. List the infrastructure facilities available for co-curricular activities andextracurricular activities including games and sports.
The college aims for overall personality development of the students. So the students
are promoted to participate in different co-curricular, extra-curricular, social and
community development activities on and off the campus. The facilities available for
co-curricular and extra-curricular activities are as follows:

Modernized Educational Technology Laboratory, Well equipped science and
Psychology laboratory, Advance Technology computer lab improvised gadgets,
peripherals and instruments and Audio visual facilities.

Spacious and well ventilated Auditorium for cultural activities List is attached.
Annexure - 4
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4. Give details on the physical infrastructure shared with other programmes ofthe institution or other institutions of the parent society or university.
The institution offers B.Ed. Courses. The existing building and infrastructure is
sufficient and according to NCTE norms.

5. Give details on the facilities available with the institution to ensure thehealth and hygiene of the staff and students (rest rooms for women, washroom facilities for men and women, canteen, health center, etc.)
All these facilities are available.
 The college building is well furnished and properly maintained. Separate toilet

facilities are provided for students and staff. Attached toilet facilities are
provided in Principal’s room .

 The entire premises are kept cleaned by sweeping and mopping regularly. First
Aid kit is provided in the college.

 Awareness lectures on Health and Hygiene are organized to bring awareness
among the students by Eminent Doctors. The library has a good number of
books.

 Fire Extinguisher are installed in important places of the building.

6. Is there any hostel facility for students? If yes, give details on capacity, no ofrooms, occupancy details, recreational facilities including sports and games,health and hygiene facilities, etc.
Yes

4.2 Maintenance of Infrastructure

1. What is the budget allocation and utilization in the last five years for themaintenance of the following? Give justification for the allocation andunspent balance if any.
 Building
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 Laboratories
 Furniture
 Equipments
 Computers
 Transport/Vehicle

2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15
Building 42,000/- 3,500/- 7,700/- -
Laboratories 30,540/- 33,766/- 6,375/- 32000/-
Furniture - -

11000/-
-

Equipments 6,230/- 48,782/- 7,350/-
Computers 1,800/- - 12,340/-
Transport/Vehicle - - 43,519/- 25,930/-2. How does the institution plan and ensure that the available infrastructure isoptimally utilized?

The building is constructed as per the norms of NCTE and is being used for the same
purpose.

 Both academic and co-curricular activities are planned every year in order to
optimally utilize the available infrastructure facilities in the following ways:

 The buildings are used for administration, teaching.
 Library is used for keeping books for reference and enrichment of knowledge by

students and staff members.
 The audio – visual materials are utilized for training the students in developing

teaching skills.
 The computer laboratory is used by students to prepare power point slides for

presentation, for browsing, doing ICT related project works etc.

3. How does the institution consider the environmental issues associated with theinfrastructure?
College is located in pollution free and noise free environment classrooms are spacious,
ventilation is proper.
In the beginning of the academic session the faculty members orient the student
regarding personal hygiene and the importance of keeping the premises clean by making
uses of dustbin, avoiding litter and garbage through proper disposal of sanitary napkins ,
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food wrappers and left over food. All these aspects are emphasized in this orientation to
develop proper habits in personal hygiene so as to maintain clean healthy environment in
the campus.
Medical plants and herbs like neem, aloevera and tulsi have been planted to create
awareness regarding to importance and usefulness of these plants a variety of potted
plants are maintained that enhances the aesthetic sense of the teacher trainees and
creating awareness among them to keep  the environment beautiful.

4.3Library as a Learning Resource

1. Does the institution have a qualified librarian and sufficient technical staff tosupport the library (materials collection and media/computer services)?
Yes, the institution has a qualified librarian and sufficient technical staff to support the
library.

2. What are the library resources available to the staff and students? (Number ofbooks-volumes and titles, journals-national and international, magazines, audiovisual teaching-learning resources, software, internet access, etc.).
Number of books-4050, journals-14, Reference books-760, educational C.Ds.-14, , internet
access facility available, Photocopier machine available.

3. Does the institution have in place, a mechanism to systematically review thevarious library resources for adequate access, relevance, etc. and to makeacquisition decisions? If yes, give details including the composition andfunctioning of library committee.
There is a library advisory committee is formed to review the various library resources and
other concerning activities. The committee includes the principal, 2 staff member, 1
student representative and a management member.

4. Is your library computerized? If yes, give details.
Library is semi-computerized.
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5. Does the institution library have Computer, Internet and Reprographic facilities? Ifyes, give details on the access to the staff and students and the frequency of use.
Yes, the institution library have computer, internet reprographic facilities. Staff and the
student are aware of these facilities and they frequently make use of it.

6. Does the institution make use of Inflibnet / Delnet /IUC facilities? If yes, givedetails.
No

7. Give details on the working days of the library? (Days the library is open in anacademic year, hours the library remains open per day etc.)
Working days of library are near about 280 days in an academic year. It is closed on only
Sundays and gazette holidays. The working hours per day are 6 hours i.e. from 9:00 am
to 3:00pm. During exam time it is open for 8 Hrs.

8. How do the staff and students come to know of the new arrivals?
The new arrivals are displayed on a display board of the library. Notices are also displayed.

9. Does the institution’s library have a book bank? If yes, how is the book bankfacility utilized by the students?
Yes, the library have a book – bank. The books from this facility are given to those students
who financially weak.

10. What are the special facilities offered by the library to the visually and physicallychallenged persons?
Special care is provided to the physically challenged persons.
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4.4 ICT as Learning Resource

1. Give details of ICT facilities available in the institution ( Computer lab, hardware,software, internet connectivity, access, audio visual, other media and materials)and how the institutions ensures the optimum use of the facility.
The available ICT facilities are following

 Educational CD available
 Internet connection available
 LCD
 Computer lab
 Printer
 Speaker
 Camera
 Software used
 MS-word
 PPT, excel, paint, Mozilla fire fox

2. Is there a provision in the curriculum for imparting computer skills to all students?If yes give details on the major skills included
There is an optional paper ‘computer education’ is included in the curriculum and
interested students can opt it. In this student get basic knowledge of computer as well as
they learn to prepare the power point presentation.

3. How and to what extent does the institution incorporate and make use of the newtechnologies/ICT in curriculum transactional processes?
Faculty uses the computers to teach some topics through power point presentation and
LCD projectors. Internet facility is there to update their knowledge. Besides this the model
examination papers are developed in institution itself.

4. What are major areas and initiatives for which student teachers use /adopttechnology in practice teaching? (Developing lessons plans, classroomtransactions, evaluation, preparation of teaching aids)
Student teacher use technology in their practice teaching and in preparing teaching aids.
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4.5 Other Facilities

1. How is the instructional infrastructure optimally used? Does the institution shareits facilities with others for e.g.: serve as information technology resource ineducation to the institution (beyond the program), to other institutions and to thecommunity.
The instructional infrastructure facility available in the institution is exclusively used by
the institution.

2. What are the various audio-visual facilities/materials (CDs, audio and videocassettes and other materials related to the program) available with theinstitution? How are the student teachers encouraged to optimally use them forlearning including practice teaching?
The audio-visual facilities available are
 Subject and content related CDs
 LCD presentation prepared by the students/faculty.
 LCD projector, OHP, television, audio cassettes, DVD player, tape recorder.

3. What are the various general and methods Laboratories available with theinstitution? How does the institution enhance the facilities and ensuremaintenance of the equipment and other facilities?
Psychology lab, ET lab , Science lab, computer lab, Method lab, are available in our
institution some faculty member are given the responsibilities of lab, and they act as the
lab in-charge .In work staff meeting, the proposals, to enhance the facilities are given.

4. Give details on the facilities like multipurpose hall, workshop, music and sports,transports etc. available with the institution.
The available infrastructure facilities are -
Multipurpose hall - 1
Music – music facilities
Sports –sport materials
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5. Are the classrooms equipped for the use of latest technologies for teaching? If yes,give details. If no, indicate the institution’s future plans to modernize theclassrooms.
One classroom is prepared to use the technology for teaching. This room is used whenever
needed; the room is equipped with OHP, LCD, Television, video recording facility.

4.6 Best Practices in Infrastructure and Learning Resources

1. How does the faculty seek to model and reflect on the best practice in the diversityof instruction, including the use of technology?
The institution follows the instructor centered as well as student centered model for
teaching and developing various skills. The faculty is encouraged to use the technology in
the same.

2. List innovative practices related to the use of ICT, which contributed to qualityenhancement.
Non print materials like teaching aids, audio visual facilities like computer systems,
digital camera,  CDs, DVDs are used.

3. What innovations/best practices in ‘Infrastructure and Learning Resources’ are invogue or adopted/adapted by the institution?
There is a planning to enhance the use of ICT in teaching. Properly deployment of Quality
Management System in academic process is being developed.

Additional Information to be provided by Institutions opting for Re-
accreditation / Re- assessment

1. What were the evaluative observations made under Infrastructure and LearningResources in the previous assessment report and how have they been acted upon?
Not Application
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2. What is the other quality sustenance and enhancement measure undertaken bythe institution since the previous Assessment and Accreditation with regard toInfrastructure and Learning Resources?
Not Application
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Criterion V: Student Support and Progression

5.1 Student Progression1. How does the institution assess the students’ preparedness for theprogramme and ensure that they receive appropriate academic andprofessional advice through the commencement of their professionaleducation programme (student’s pre-requisite knowledge and skill toadvance) to completion?
After the selection list uploaded by SCERT and college allotment , student joins
the college through . As they are selected after Pre B.Ed. test and hence their
preparedness had  already been assessed for the programme. In the inaugural
ceremony they are introduced to the programme. An orientation programme is
conducted to prepare the students.

2. How does the institution ensure that the campus environment promotesmotivation, satisfaction, and development and performance improvementof the students?
The campus environment is inspiring and conductive for education. Students
enjoy the campus and the facilities. Regular motivation by different means
motivate students for more regular and active participation. Students are
motivated by the posters displayed on the notice board; the names of the
achievers are displayed on the notice board.

Calm, clean and green environment in natural surrounding, sound
infrastructural facilities and good faculty makes conductive atmosphere to
improve the performance rate of the students.

3. Give gender-wise drop-out rate after admission in the last five years andlist possible reasons for the drop out. Describe (if any) the mechanismadopted by the institution for controlling the drop out?
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Gender wise dropouts in last five years.

Session B.Ed

2012-13 03
2013-14 04
2014-15 04

4. What additional services are provided to students for enabling them tocompete for the jobs and progress to highereducation? How many students appeared/qualified in SLET, NET,Central/State services through competitive examination in the last twoyears?
Library facility with competitive books & Internet, counseling by faculty, there
are many students (near about 30--50%) who got the state services in education
department through competitive examination.

The placement c e l l of college gives the student consistent counseling and
enable them to compete for jobs.5. What percentage of students on an average goes for further studies/choosesteaching as a career? Give details for the last three years?Year1(%)

Year2(%)
Year3(%)Higher studies 22 25 28Employment (Total) 42 48 56TeachingNonteaching

34 37 4108 11 15
6. Does the institution provide training and access to library and othereducation related electronic information, audio/ video resources,computer hardware and software related and other resources availableto the student teachers after graduating from the institution? If yes givedetails on the same.
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Yes, the old students are provided the library access. The electronic information,
audio/video resources, computer hardware /software is also provided to them on
certain terms & conditions.

7. Does the institution provide placement services? If yes, give details on theservices provided for the last two years and the number of studentswho have benefited.
The institution has no formal placement cell. But the information regarding
vacancies, examinations, coaching and counseling is provided to students.

8. What are the difficulties (if any) faced by placement cell? How does theinstitution overcome these difficulties?
The difficulty faced by placement cell assistance services campus interview is
communication skill problem because of most of students are from Hindi medium
that are weak in English medium candidates to that demand.

The institution overcomes this difficulty by providing communication skill
training classes for students who are weak in language.

9. Does the institution have arrangements with practice teaching schools forplacement of the student teachers?
Some practice teaching schools placed many of the students of our college in
job. Yet institution has made no formal arrangements for this, since there are a
few vacancies available.

10. What are the resources (financial, human and ICT) provided by theinstitution to the placement cell?
Newspaper, employment news, competitive magazines, internet are provided by
the institution.
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5.2 Student Support

1. How are the curricular (teaching- learning processes), co-curricular andextracurricular programmes planned, (developing academic calendar,communication across the institution, feedback) evaluated and revised toachieve the objectives and effective implementation of the curriculum?
A meeting is organized at the beginning of session and academic calendar is
finalized. Each faculty member is given responsibility according to their interest &
attitude. These activity in-charge follow the academic calendar and conducts the
programme. Principal/ HOD supervise the whole programme. Shortcoming is
reviewed and suggestion from the faculty/principal / HOD are taken and
incorporated.

2. How is the curricular planning done differently for physicallychallenged students?
Extra efforts are taken by the faculty as per the individual requirement of the
physically challenged students. Such as
1. A nearby school is provided for the teaching practice.
2. Co – curricular activities are assigned to them as per their choice / options are
given to them.

3. Does the institution have mentoring arrangements? If yes, how is itorganized?
 Every teaching faculty in the institution is being involved in the tutorial system
 A group of students are given opportunity to for veranda decoration, cultural

programme and seminar under the guidance if teacher educator.

4. What are the various provisions in the institution, which support andenhance the effectiveness of the faculty in teaching and mentoring ofstudents?
Each faculty member is given certain responsibility and make in charge of
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different activities. To enhance and support the faculty personality development,
computer training is provided.

5. Does the institution have its website’? If yes, what is the information postedon the site and how often is it updated?
Yes, the institution does have its own website which is updated according to
requirement, by the computer operators. The website is www.jceraigarh.com The
website displays comprehensive information about the institution.

The following information has been mentioned on the website.
Bring history and introduction of the college.

 Mission, vision and objectives.
 About management.
 Staff information.
 Academic calendar.
 Information of upcoming activities.
 Courses in college.
 Admission policy.
 Contact details and guide map of college.

In future we are having a plan to update all those programmes in website like
Alumini meet, parents-teacher meet, workshops, Seminar that are being conducted
in our college.

6. Does the institution have a remedial programme for academically lowachievers? If yes, give details.
Yes, the institution provide remedial programme for academically low achievers.
Extra classes, guest lectures, model lessons by senior faculty, Subject experts
are conducted time to time.
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7. What specific teaching strategies are adopted for teaching
(a)Advanced learners and
Advanced learners are provided with certain opportunities through computer
training, organizing seminars and social development programmes to develop
themselves.
(b) Slow Learners
They are also given the certain responsibilities of the institute to develop their
practical knowledge. Slow learners are provided remedial teaching, extra classes.
Co curricular activities, personality development programmes are organized to build
up their confidence level.

8. What are the various guidance and counseling services available to thestudents? Give details.
 In guidance services, educational and career development and vocational

opportunities are the two major are also available to the teacher trainees.
 Student Teacher are guided to be self independent.
 Information is given to the student teacher regarding the need and benefits of

further education.
 The institution also informs the teacher trainees about various

competitive examinations conducted by the state government.
 Guidance is given about job opportunities, application procedures, and interview

preparation to the teacher trainees.

9. What is the grievance redressel mechanism adopted by the institution forstudents? What are the major grievances redressed in last two years?
The grievance are addressed by the management through complaint and suggestion
box kept in the reception and the management goes to it in regular interval for
performing corrective and preventive action.

10. How is the progress of the candidates at different stages of programsmonitored and advised?
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The progress of the candidates is monitored and supervised at different stages
through observation, assessment and evaluation, weekly test, model exams. Practice
teaching, co- curricular activities, productive work are regularly observed and
assessed and suggestions and steps for improvement are taken accordingly.

11. How does the institution ensure the students’ competency to begin practiceteaching (Pre-practice preparation details) and what is the follow-upsupport in the field (practice teaching) provided to the students duringpractice teaching in schools?
 Orientation to practice teaching is given by the practice teaching in-change

teacher educators.
 Guidance on the selection of methods is given.
 Orientation to various micro teaching skills is provided.
 Demonstrations to the various skills are given by teacher educators.
 Micro teaching skills are practiced by the student teacher in the peer group.
 An integrated lesson is presented by the students in their peer groups and

feedback is provided.
 Ideal lesson are presented by the teacher educators to get prepared for the

practice teaching.
 Method wise demonstration lessons are given by teacher educators teaching

different methods.
 Guidance is given to student teacher individually by teacher educators before the

student teacher beings lessons in the schools.
 The follow up support in the practice teaching.
 Every lesson taught by the student is observed and feedback is provided in

the lesson plan.
 After the lesson, personalized feedback is also provided and suggestions are given

by teacher educators to improve teaching competency.
 Students have teachers to observe the lessons taught by their peer  and  have to

record the observation in the observation Book.
 The following day during the guidance period the guidance teacher educator and

the student teacher deliberates on the given feedback for further improvement.
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5.3 Student Activities

1. Does the institution have an Alumni Association? If yes,
Yes, the institution has an Alumni Association

(i) List the current office bearers – Office bearer

List of Office bearer -
President- Shri Mahesh ram Barik
Secretary- Ku. Shanti Mahant
Treasurer- Satyanand Gupta
Member- 1. Vivek Kambley

2. Kalpana Kobragade
3. Shishipal Bariha
4. Shribanta ku. chaini
5. Anjali Khalko
6. Shravan Patel

(ii) Give the year of the last election
Last election held in 2014

(iii) List Alumni Association activities of last two years.
Activities of the last two year conducted by the alumni association were:

 Academic guidance
 Inviting to demonstrate lesson
 Give feedback about the curricular and co curricular activities of the college
 Advising the student how to use the infrastructure and learning

environment of the college
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(iv) Give details of the top ten alumni occupying prominent position
(i) Position.

S.NO. NAME OF THE
ALUMNI

POSITION OCCUPIED

1 Shri Laleshwar ram Bhagat PGT  in Surajpur District
2 Ku. Ramsheela Pakra Computer Operator Janpat
3 Vibhakant Bhushan PGT in DAV Danapur (Bihar)
4 Neeraj Singh Govt. College Tamnar
5 Mangal Singh Jangade Govt. College Kharsiya
6 Padmalya Pradhan Maa Mangal College Sariya
7 Pradeep Pradhan Maa Mangal College Sariya
8 Sarita Mehar Maa Mangal College Sariya
9 Vikas Biswal K. Govt. Arts and science college , Raigarh

10 Spykar Ekka PGT Salini Convent, Raigarh
11 Vidyanand Patel Janki College of Education, Raigarh
12 Shravan Patel Guardian and Guide School, Raigarh(ii) Give details on the contribution of alumni to the growth anddevelopment of the institution.

Some of the activities conducted by the alumni are as follows
1. The alumni association helped the college in branding the name of college.
2. Alumni offer their suggestions for institutional development in the meeting.
3. Alumni share their experience with current students

2. How does the institution encourage students to participate in extracurricularactivities including sports and games? Give details on the achievements ofstudents during the last two years.
All the students are divided into 5 groups. Inter group competitions are
organized on different themes. Each group works under the supervision of a
faculty member i.e. group in-charge. Healthy and conducive environment is given
to students for all round development. All the students have to participate in these
activities compulsorily.
Other than this varandah decoration, bulletin board presentations are also done
by the students. Different competition including sports & games are also
organized. Various sports facilities are available in the institution.
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3. How does the institution involve and encourage students to publishmaterials like catalogues, wall magazines, college magazine, andother material. List the major publications/materials brought out bythe students during the previous academic session.
Students are motivated to participate in seminar and workshops.

4. Does the institution have a student council or any similar body? Givedetails on– constitution, major activities and funding
Yes, the institution has a student council. Selection of student leader is
based on the percentage secured in the previous examination.

5. Give details of the various bodies and their activities (academic andadministrative), which have student representation on it.
Student council, student welfare council, are the different committee having
student representatives . These bodies actively take part in organizing
various activities. They also suggest for the improvement and betterment of
the institution.

6. Does the institution have a mechanism to seek and use data andfeedback from its graduates and from employers to improve thepreparation of the programme and the growth and development ofthe institution?
Yes, the student leader and faculty member give suggestions to improve
the growth and development of the institution.
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5.4 Best Practices in Student Support and Progression

1. Give details of institutional best practices in Student Support andProgression?
Best practices for student progress

 To organize the personality development programme for the personality
development of college students.

 To organize the craft programme for the creativity development of college
students.

 Guest lecturer are organized low the students in order to help them in
preparing resumes and for competitive exams.

 To organize the annual sports like indoor games and outdoor games every
year in college.

 To show the talents of students, organize the different types of competition
like- single

 Best Practices for Student Support.

 Hostel facility is available in this college for the students who comes out of
state and edge of different distance of village in Chhattisgarh state.

Additional Information to be provided by Institutions opting for
Re-accreditation / Re- assessment

1. What were the evaluative observations made under Student
Supportand Progression in the previous assessment report andhow have they been acted upon?
Not Applicable

2. What is the other quality sustenance and enhancement measureundertaken by the institution since the previous Assessment andAccreditation with regard to Student Support and Progression?
Not Applicable
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Criterion VI: Governance and Leadership

6.1 Institutional Vision and Leadership

1. What are the institutions stated purpose, vision, mission andvalues? How are they made known to the various stakeholders?
Objectives:-
 To produce sincere and dedicated teachers to teach at higher secondary

level.
 To motivate the students for solving their problems related to

education with the help of research process.
 To prepare the students for implement their innovative

techniques and ideas with proper training at secondary and
higher secondary.

 To produce teachers equipped with ICT and others skills for efficient
teaching as well as learning.

 To develop positive attitude, interest and passion towards teaching
profession among them.

 To lay emphasis on developing a sense of discipline, upholding
moral values, knowledge of health, hygiene, recreational activities,
creative abilities and games.

MISSION

 To inculcate in the minds of teacher trainees, an absolute desire for
learning to teach teaching to learn, with the will of leadership.
 To provide equal opportunities to all students irrespective of their

caste/creed/religion in acquiring knowledge.
 To be an outstanding institution by providing excellent carrier based

program.
 To inspire the learner to acquire knowledge and skill so as to enable
them to apply these tools to benefit the society and nation at large.
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VISION
To equip the student teacher and to prepare the learner to face global
challenges of the future.

GOALS:

 To develop proper training methods like as hard-work and discipline
among student-teachers.

 To realize their full roles and responsibilities as a teacher inside as
well as outside the class room.

 To train the students to give guidance and counseling to school
students.

 Developing the leadership and personality of the trainees.
 To encourage the students to make wealth from waste and to

prepareeffective teaching aids.
 To train the students to develop ICT learning materials at

higher secondary levels.
 To create awareness about the contribution of natural resources.
 To make the students academically to competent teachers along

with both teaching as well as knowledge skills.
 To facilitate the students for the expression of their creativity.
 To develop awareness and attitude to word global job placement

services.
 To develop the skills required for effective teaching and the skills

in utilizing different media and library resources in the teaching –
learning process.

VALUES

 Outstanding teaching and service.
 Diversity and equality.
 Professional teaching training.
 Academic excellence.

2. Does the mission include the institution’s goals and objectives in
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terms of addressing the needs of the society, the students it seeksto serve, the school sector, education institution’s traditions andvalue orientations?
Yes, the mission include the institutions goals and objectives in terms of
addressing the needs of the society , the student it seeks to serve, the school
sector, education institutions traditions and value orientations .The need of
the society is to have proactive leaders who will lead the people properly for
ever changing society in terms of knowledge , technology etc.
The student to whom the college seek to serve are the future teachers
preparing them for becoming quality teachers who prepare their students
for facing the globalize world   with proper value systems ,technological
knowhow ,quest for lifelong learning etc. this is reflected in the mission
,goals and objective of the college.

Enumerate the top management’s commitment, leadership role and
involvement for effective and efficient transaction of teaching and learning
processes (functioning and composition of various committees and board of
management, etc.)

The management is committed and performs the leadership role for effective
and efficient transaction of teaching and learning process in the college. The
“GUARDIAN AND GUIDE EDUCATION SOCIETY” Which is the
management of the college is a REGISTERED society.

3. How does the management and head of the institution ensure thatresponsibilities are defined and communicated to the staff of theinstitution?
The responsibilities and authorities of all top management personnel are as
follows -
Chairman: Chairman is member of the governing body of the college.
Chairman with the consent of the Secretary and other executive members
approves the budget for the college. He has the authority of modification/
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alteration of the procedure, rules and regulations. He is the final appointing
authority for any appoints takes place in the college. He has the responsibility
for identification of resources for the college.

Secretary: He will be holding the responsibility next to the Chairman. He
along with the consent of the Chairman and other executing members
allocates the budget for the college. He is one of the authorities for the passing
of the bills.

Principal: He is the head of the college academic section. He is subjected to
the Ex-officio secretary of the governing body. His responsibility is to look
after the college academics and its function. He directly reports to the
Chairman. He assigns duties to the Section Heads, Teachers, Librarian,
Computer section and Labs. He shall have the authority to admit student to
the college. He is also responsible for overall functioning of the college. He has
the responsibility of setting an overall direction of the college.

Faculty : They are directly reporting to the Principal. The responsibility and
authority of Faculty are,
- Imparting education, both academic & non-academic under guidelines and

schedules of the college.
- Organizing, implementing & planning activities related to academic &

non-academic areas of learning.
- Conducting exams, formulating reports and maintaining attendance of the

students. Interacting with parents/ guardians.
- Organizing cultural functions & festivals related to the college.

Librarian: The librarian shall directly report to the Principal. The
responsibility and authority of the Librarian are,
To organize for the easy trace ability of the library material.
To organize the distribution pattern of the books/ magazines etc in
the library. To procure books and categorize them through the
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classification pattern.
To distribute the books in a systematic manner to the students and staff in
accordance with the timetable.
To store/ maintain/ stock/ replenish all library goods.

In charge (Information Technology ): The In charge(ITS) shall directly report
to the Principal. The responsibility and authority of the In charge(IT) are,
To maintain computer as well as the records in the digital
mode. To upgrade the machines from time to time if
required.
To install and maintain the software required for proper functioning of the
computer and course curriculum.

In charge (Labs): The In charge (Labs) shall directly report to the Principal.
The responsibility and authority of the In charge (Labs) are,
To maintain and upgrade the Laboratory from time to time if required.
To organize, plan, supervise and being responsible for the
Laboratory. To make the laboratory free from all type of
hazards.

Non-teaching staff: They shall report directly to the principal.There
responsibilities are: Implementing duties in the support areas of the college.
Distributing and collecting letters, documents etc. between and outside
agencies. Manifesting general cleanliness and security related to students and
collegeproperty. Proper maintenance of college equipment.
Any other duties, which comes up from time to time.

The responsibility and authority of an individual gets automatically delegated
to the next senior most person in the same organizational hierarchy in case of
absence of the individual unless otherwise specified by the appropriate
authority.

4. How does the management/head of the institution ensure that valid
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information (from feedback and personal contacts etc.) is availablefor the management to review the activities of the institution?
A management review committee is formed comprising of Principal,
President, ,which take care of feedbacks and on that regular meeting are
conducted. registers are maintained like management review meeting register
and staff council meeting register.

5. How does the institution identify and address the barriers (if any) inachieving the vision/mission and goals?
The institute has well defined mechanism to cater the need of students and
other stack holders and to identify the barriers so that it can be addressed to
achieve the mission, vision and goals.

6. How does the management encourage and support involvement ofthe staff for improvement of the effectiveness and efficiency of theinstitutional processes?
Institution ensures the personal & professional development of the teaching
staff by encouraging them in getting higher qualification, research work. The
institute organizes state level /national level seminars, guest lectures by the
eminent personalities, magazine publication for the betterment of the faculty
and students.

7. Describe the leadership role of the head of the institution ingovernance and management of the curriculum, administration,allocation and utilization of resources for the preparation ofstudents.
The head of the institute had defined standard operating procedure for all the
activities that are Quality critical. The various areas like administration ,
utilization of resources, teaching learning process all are process driven
activity.
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6.2Organizational Arrangements1. List the different committees constituted by the institution formanagement of different institutional activities? Give details of themeetings held and the decisions made, regarding academicmanagement, finance, infrastructure, faculty, research, extension andlinkages and examinations during the last year.
To make the decision regarding the academics, finance , infrastructure ,
faculty, research , extension and linkages various committee are formed
which take cares of the respective areas. Mechanism of individual processes
are well defined and documentation are maintained for the college reference.

2. Give the organizational structure and the details of theacademic and administrative bodies of the institution.
The organization structure and the details of the academic and
administrative bodies are well defined in Quality Manual if the Institution.
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ORGANISATIONAL CHART

3. To what extent is the administration decentralized? Give the structureand details of its functioning.
The administration is well decentralized and each area are functioning
independently.

4. How does the institution collaborate with other sections/departmentsand school personnel to improve and plan the quality of educationalprovisions?
College had strong tie-ups with various local Schools for the practice teaching
of the faculties.5. Does the institution use the various data and information obtainedfrom the feedback in decision-making and performanceimprovement? If yes, give details.

Yes ,we have the management review committee to use the data and
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information from feedback in performance improvement .We had well defined
Corrective action procedure .

6. What are the institution’s initiatives in promoting co-operation,sharing of knowledge, innovations and empowerment of the faculty?(Skill sharing across departments’ creating/providing conduciveenvironment).
Conducting regular training programmes on various topics.

6.3 Strategy Development and Deployment

1. Has the institution an MIS in place, to select, collect align and integratedata and information on academic and administrative aspects of theinstitution?
Yes, the institute had developed MIS regarding system regarding Academic,
general & administration section.

2. How does the institution allocate resources (human and financial)for accomplishment and sustaining the changes resulting from theaction plans?
The institution make sure that the changes required in the process should
be done in equal proportion.

3. How are the resources needed (human and financial) to support theimplementation of the mission and goals, planned and obtained?
The need of resources to support the implementation of mission & goal are
planned and obtained at the start of every academic session.4. Describe the procedure of developing academic plan. How are thepractice teaching school teachers, faculty and administratorsinvolved in the planning process?
Process of developing academic plan is done on the basis of suggestion given
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by parents, students and stakeholders. The feedback and suggestions
obtained from the head of the practice teaching schools, faculty and
administrators are also considered while planning.

5. How are the objectives communicated and deployed at all levels toassure individual employee’s contribution for institutionaldevelopment?
It is displayed at various locations like principal room, notice board and staff
room. Training is provided to every staff member to understand the main
objectives.

6. How and with what frequency are the vision, mission andimplementation plans monitored, evaluated and revised?
1. Prior to start of the new session, a meeting shall be conducted by under

the Chairmanship of Principal consisting of Principal, a n d  f a c u l t y in
line with Admission procedure where in College calendar for the entire
session is designed and finalized. While designing the college calendar
following points shall required to be taken into consideration:

b. Curriculum of the B.Ed as per the norms of University.
c. Capacity and availability of classrooms.
d. Faculty required for the course and its availability.
e. Time frame to complete the course as per schedule and norms.
f. Infrastructures support required.
g. Provision for weekly tests, Terminal and Annual Exams.
h. Timetable.
i. Library books required.
j. Syllabus, ordinance and norms of NCTE and University

course.
k. Events and list of Holidays.
l. Arrangement of Art & Culture classes.
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m. Training requirement for faculties.
n. Lab schedule and Software required.
o. Other relevant points (if necessary).

2. The design of the College calendar as well as allocation of classes to the class
teachers shall be finalized as per university norms at least 15 days before the

1st of June every year & approval from Chairman shall be obtained.

3. Upon getting the finalized College calendar, calendar In-charge in
consultation with subject teachers shall prepare the monthly plan as well as

daily plan of the syllabus break up prior to 1st June every year so that the

entire syllabus may be completed latest by 10th. January, and the revision
classes may soon be started after completion of syllabus. Syllabus breakup
thus prepared shall require the approval of Principal.

4. Before commencing of the classes, class teacher shall collect college calendar,
study material and necessary reference books from the library.

5. Subject teacher shall submit the day-to-day synopsis of the proposed classes
to be taken and courses to be covered for that particular day in the office of
the Principal before starting of the assembly.

6. Before going to the classes, subject teacher must have the necessary
preparation on the topics to be covered, lesson plan, meanings, question
answers and certain topics specially designed for the weaker students.

7. Subject teacher shall also carry out Teaching Aids such as Black Board
Work, chart work, Map work etc as and when required.

7.   How does the institution plan and deploy the new technology?
The institution plans for the new technology according to requirement and
resources available.
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6.4Human Resource Management

1. How do you identify the faculty development needs and careerprogression of the staff?
Institute had developed its own mechanism for the faculty development needs
and career progression.

In order to regularly update the knowledge and skill of the employee
following procedures are provided as mentioned below:

1. The training calendar shall be considered as academic year.
2. Identification of training needs for the all employees shall be done,

considering the eligibility criteria as per University Norms/
Institutional need for competence enhancement by the Principal
before start of new academic year on the basis of the following:

a. Skills required for execution of work.
b. Introduction of new technologies or courses.
c. Change in the responsibilities.

3. All the training and its scheduling is done by the Principal .
Availability of in house and external trainers shall be taken in
the consideration while drawing out the training plan.

2. What are the mechanisms in place for performance assessment(teaching, research, service) of faculty and staff? (Self–appraisalmethod, comprehensive evaluations by students and peers). Doesthe institution use the evaluations to improve teaching, research andservice of the faculty and other staff?
Yes Institution use the evaluation s to improve teaching, research and service
of the faculty and staff .3. What are the welfare measures for the staff and faculty? (mentiononly those which affect and improve staff well-being, satisfaction andmotivation)
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Yes Institution take care of the faculty and staff and monitor them for better
career.

The welfare measure for the staff & faculty are as follows
i. Personal Accident benefits

ii. Group medi-claim

4. Has the institution conducted any staff development programme forskill up- gradation and training of the teaching and non-teaching staff?If yes, give details.
Yes, the institute conduct staff development programme at regular interval
and their training cards are maintained.

5. What are the strategies and implementation plans of the institution torecruit and retain diverse faculty and other staff who have the desiredqualifications, knowledge and skills (Recruitment policy, salarystructure, service conditions) and how does the institution align thesewith the requirements of the statutory and regulatory bodies (NCTE,UGC, University etc. )?
The institute has defined strategy to recruit and retain diverse faculty and
other staff .6. What are the criteria for employing part-time/Adhoc faculty? Howare the part-time /Adhoc faculty different from the regular faculty?(E.g. salary structure, workload, specializations).
Specialization is the criteria for employing part-time/ Adhoc faculty.

7. What are the policies, resources and practices of the institution thatsupport and ensure the professional development of the faculty? (E.g.budget allocation for staff development, sponsoring for advancedstudy, research, participation in seminars, conferences, workshops,etc. and supporting membership and active involvement in local,state, national and international professional associations).
College have defined its own policies and practices for the development of the
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faculty. Budget allocation had already being identified for staff development ,
research , seminars and other activities. Institution had already got tie-ups
with various national and international bodies for the values education,
physical education and personality development programme.

8. What are the physical facilities provided to faculty? (Well-maintainedand functional office, instructional and other space to carry out theirwork effectively).
Physical facilities provided to the faculty are staff room, furniture, telephone,
computer, printer, and internet.

9. What are the major mechanisms in place for faculty and otherstakeholders to seek information and/or make complaints?
The information can be collected from the following sources:

1. Notice Board
2. Web site of the college.
3. Prospectus of the college.
4. Circular book.
5. Personal enquiry in the office.
6. Staff meeting.
7. Management council meeting.
8. Parents meeting.
9. Alumni meeting.

The complaint can be made in the following way.
1. Written complaint to the office.
2. Grievances redressal mechanism.
3. Complaint box.
4. Right to Information Act.

10. Detail on the workload policies and practices that encourage facultyto be engaged in a wide range of professional and administrative
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activities including teaching, research, assessment, mentoring,working with schools and community engagement.
Work load is decided at the time of preparation of curriculum breakup.

11. Does the institution have any mechanism to reward and motivatestaff members? If yes, give details.
Yes, every year the improvement of the employees are assessed, based on
their self appraisal report and management review.

6.5 Financial Management and Resource Mobilization

1. Does the institution get financial support from the government? Ifyes, mention the grants received in the last three years underdifferent heads. If no, give details of the source of revenue andincome generated
No, resources of revenue and income generated are through.

i. Self investment
ii. Fees

iii. Others

2. What is the quantum of resources mobilized through donations?Give information for the last three years.
No

3, Is the operational budget of the institution adequate to coverthe day-to-day expenses? If no, how is the deficit met?
Yes

4. What are the budgetary resources to fulfill the missions and offerquality programs? (Budget allocations over the past five years,
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depicted through income expenditure statements, future planning,resources allocated during the current year, and excess/deficit)
Budget allocation
1. Income / expenditure statement
2. Future planning
3. Resource
allocation
Refer –
Annexure-7

5. Are the accounts audited regularly?  If  yes,  give  the  details  ofinternal and external audit procedures and information on theoutcome of last two audits. (Major pending audit pares, objectionsraised and dropped).
Yes, Audit report is attached for last 2 years. Annexure –6

6. Has the institution computerized its finance management systems? Ifyes, give details.
Yes, it is partially computerized.

6. 6 Best practices in Governance and Leadership

1. What are the significant best practices in Governance andLeadership carried out by the institution?
The following best practices in governance and leadership are significant by
the institution.

1. The institution has a clear organizational structure it is decentralized.
2. Governing body is evaluating and controlling all the programmes.
3. The institution possesses a standard recruitment policy & procedure to
acquire quality workforce and they provide safe and secured environment
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to retain the employees.
4. Every year the head of the institution, along with faculty design the

academic plans for smooth functioning of institution.
5. The institution possesses a standard recruitment policy & procedure to
acquire quality workforce and they provide safe and secured environment
to retain the employees.

6. Remedial classes are conducted for needy students.
7. An Internal Quality Assurance cell has been established.

Additional Information to be provided by Institutions opting for
Re-accreditation / Re- assessment

1. What were the evaluative observations made under Governance andLeadership in the previous assessment report and how have theybeen acted upon?
Not Applicable

2. What are the other quality sustenance and enhancement measuresundertaken by the institution since the previous Assessment andAccreditation with regard to Governance and Leadership?
Not Applicable
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Criterion VII: Innovative Practices

7. 1  Internal Quality Assurance System

1. Has the institution established Internal Quality Assurance Cell(IQAC)? If yes, give its year of establishment, composition and majoractivities undertaken.
The Institute had developed its own Quality Assurance cell to monitor the
quality aspect of the institution in 2013

2. Describe the mechanism used by the institution to evaluate theachievement of goals and objectives.
Proper plan to check act cycle is developed by the institution The opinion
and feedback regarding the teaching and administration of courses is
collected from the teacher trainees at the end of the year based on these
suggestions for improvement and enhancement of quality are given by the
principal from time to time .This ,thus becomes an effective mechanism to
evaluate the achievement of the goals and objectives.

3. How does the institution ensure the quality of its academicprogrammes ?
The Institution ensure the quality of academic programs as follows-

1. All the academic programmes are undertaken as per the academic plan.
The academic programs are planned executed and evaluated.

2. The college prepares academic calendar as per the guidelines provided
by university.

3. For College prepare the time table according to the syllabus with the
available staff in the beginning of the academic year.

4. The college prepares the action plan to implement the time table
according to syllabus.

5. Use of technology in the academic programmes.
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6. Accomplishing learning objectives framed by the teacher educators.
Demonstration lessons of practice teaching lessons by students.
Observation of teacher educators lectures and Ideal lessons plans by the

principal during the academic year.

4. How does the institution ensure the quality of its administrationand financial management processes?
Institution had developed its own mechanisum for  the above said activity.

5. How does the institution identify and share good practices withvarious constituents of the institution.
Well defined procedures are laid down for the above activities .Proper roles
and responsibilities are given to the various post in the organization.

7. 2 Inclusive Practices

1. How does the institution sensitize teachers to issues of inclusionand the focus given to these in the national policies and theschool curriculum.
Seminars are conducted on the topic of Inclusive practices regularly .
Discussion and document are developed and kept in the working for
reprocesses. Principal of the institute discuss the issues of national
policies and inclusive education with faculty members. Faculties are
directed to be unbiased towards students coming from lower economic
classes and towards physically challenged students further full support is
given to them.

2. What is the provision in the academic plan for students to learn aboutinclusion and exceptionalities as well as gender differences and theirimpact on learning?
Total 10 hours of study is made compulsory for the students to learn about
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inclusion, gender difference and notes are prepared using internet, group
discussion and classroom studies. In accordance with the academic plan
B.Ed. students administer psychological tests on various traits, abilities and
interests. Through administration and analysis they learn about the
exceptionalities as well as gender differences and their impact on learning.3. Detail on the various activities envisioned in the curriculum to createlearning environments that foster positive social interaction, activeengagement in learning and self-motivation.
1. Community camp, social awareness camp is regularly organized for

encouraging social interaction.
2. Computer training, well maintained library, co-curricular

activities, extra co- curricular activities engaged the students in
learning.

3. Various academic activities, seminar, guest lecturers motivate the
students
and create a conductive environment to them.

4. How does the institution ensure that student teachers developproficiency for working with children from diverse backgroundsand exceptionalities?
After the class room study, internet notes and group discussion, the
student has to go through the viva voce test by the Head of department
and faculty members. Internal assessment marks are given on their
performance and thus institute ensures that student teachers do have
efficiency or not. Student teachers are made proficient with working with
children from diverse background through-

 Practice teaching schools with special emphasis on the municipal schools.
 Visit to institutions working for the underprivileged.
 Community work.
 Extension activities.
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5. How does the institution address to the special needs of thephysically challenged and differently-able students enrolled inthe institution?
Institute addresses the special needs of the physically challenged by providing
them.
 Comfortable seating
 Personal care

6. How does the institution handle and respond to gender sensitiveissues (activities of women cell and other similar bodies dealing withgender sensitive issues)?
Institute had framed a women cell to handle gender sensitive issues. The
committee of staff and management conducts meeting for any complaints
getting addressed and then proper action is taken.

7. 3 Stakeholder Relationships

1. How does the institution ensure the access to the information onorganizational performance (Academic and Administrative) to thestakeholders?
Academic performance of the institute displayed in the notice board in
graphical form and tabular form .Institution are filed later on after certain
period in the file.
Administrative related information is displayed in the notice board of
administrative block and after certain time is stored in a file.

2. How does the institution share and use the information/data onsuccess and failures of various processes, satisfaction anddissatisfaction of students and stakeholders for bringing qualitativeimprovement?
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The institution gets satisfaction of the students andstakeholders.

 Reputation of the institution with good academic performance and
academic achievement gives more satisfaction for the students.

 Campus can be seen with healthy-clean green.
 Safety and Security in the college and hostel in ensured.
 Co-curricular activities develop the holistic personality of the

students.
 Campus interview is also organized.
 Competent faculty and cordial students teacher relationship is

found.
 Library and Internet facilities are available.
 Open and spacious playground can be seen.
 Audio visual based teaching and learning methodology is followed.
 Periodical monitoring and personal care is given to the students.
 Counseling and guidance is also given whenever needed.
 Encouragement and motivations are given to the students to

organize co- curricular activities.
 Best academic result is also a good satisfaction.

Continuous improvement in teacher quality through various innovative
teaching creative thinking and learning methods

3. What are the feedback mechanisms in vogue to collect, collate anddata from students, professional community, Alumni and otherstakeholders on program quality? How does the institution use theinformation for quality improvement?
The student satisfaction survey is conducted by taking a feedback from a
representative sample of students once in six month. A student
satisfaction feedback is sent to the identified sample size of the students, the
feedback is collected, analyzed and action plan is made on major issues with
student and action plan is made for improvement on the problem areas.
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Feedback mechanism adopted to collect data from student teachers, alumni,
professional community and other state stake holders on program quality are:
 Personal discussion.
 Written suggestions from students, practice teaching schools, Alumni.
 Management board.
 Exit meeting conducted by the principal.

Data collected, and then segregated according to the area of
suggestions like:

 Improvement in lecture programs.
 Change in the attitude of teacher educators.
 Preparedness of teacher educators for their lectures.
 Use of technology by teacher educators.
 Understanding student teachers problems.
 Upgrading the in guidance given by the teacher educators.
 Practice lessons given by the teacher trainees.
 Behaviors of the student teachers in their respective practice teaching

schools.

The institutions ensure that the data collected is analyzed and remediation
done feedback is given to the student teachers and quality is ensured. The
teacher educators and the student teachers are counseled personally by the
principal. Follow ups is also done to cheek the improvement and the
implementation of the suggestion
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ANNEXURE - 1

Teacher Education in Chhattisgarh

Our state

The state came into existence on November 1, 2000, formed by the union of 16
districts of undivided Madhya Pradesh. It shares its borders with six states –Orissa
in the east, Jharkhand in the north-east, Madhya Pradesh in the west and north-
west, Uttar Pradesh in the north, Maharashtra in the south-west and Andhra
Pradesh in the south-east. Chhattisgarh is the ninth largest state in India and
amongst the richest in terms of mineral wealth. The state also has mega industries in
sectors including steel, power, mining, aluminium and cement. Chhattisgarh
accounts for two percent of India’s population, of which 23.24 percent live in urban
areas and the remaining in rural areas.

Teacher education

In the year of establishment of Chhattisgarh state the SCERT was also set up. The
state also has two government teacher education colleges and one private aided, and
107 private unaided colleges that offer the B.Ed. Programme. Amongst these teacher
education colleges, 22 (from all three categories) are also affiliated to the M.Ed.
programme. Also, 18 government and 14 private institutions offer the 2 year D.Ed.
programme.
.
There are 14 universities, of which 5 have a department of education. The universities
are responsible for the syllabus and assessment of students appearing for M.Ed. and
B.Ed. For the D.Ed. Programme, course design and material development are done by
the SCERT while assessment and certification are handled by the Board of Secondary
Education.

The University

Bilaspur University is separated university from Dean university Guru
Ghasi Das . It came into existance in 2013-14 only. There are about 36 B.ed College
affiliated to this University. Being a new university it is bringing new concept and
playing major role in the educational, cultural and economic life of the region.



ANNEXURE - 2
COLLEGE CALENDAR 2013-14

DESCIRPTION 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

1 ADMISSION

2
ORIENTATION
PROGRAMME

3 MODEL TEACHING

4
PRACTCE TEACHING PHASE-
1

5
PRACTCE TEACHING PHASE-
2

6
MICRO TEACHING
PROGRAMMER

7 THEORY

8 WORK-EXPERIENCE

9 PSYCHOLOGY PRACTICAL

10 CULTURAL PROGRAMMER

11 SPORTS & GAMES

12
VILLAGE
CAMP/COMMUNITY LIFE

13 TESTS & ASSINGMENTS

14
UNIVERSITY PRACTICAL
EXAM

15 MODEL TEST

16 UNIVERSITY EXAM

17

18

19

20



JANKI COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
TIME-TABLE B.Ed. 2013-14

DAY
09.10
am to
09.30
am

09.30 am to
10.10 am

10.10 am to
10.50 am

10.50 am to
11.30 am

11.30
am to
12.00
pm

12.00 pm to
12.30 pm

12.30 pm to
01.10 pm

01.10 pm to
01.50 pm

01.50pm
to02.20pm

02.20
pm to
02:30
pm

MONDAY

P
R

A
Y

E
R

PAPER -1 PAPER -2 PAPER-3

I
N

T
E

R
V

A
L

PAPER -4 EVS METHOD-1 PRACTICAL

TUESDAY PAPER -1 PAPER -2 PAPER -3 PAPER -4 EVS METHOD-1 PRACTICAL

N
A

TI
O

N
A

L
A

N
TH

EM

WEDNESDAY PAPER -1 PAPER -2 PAPER -3 PAPER -4
EVS

METHOD -1 METHOD -2

THURSDAY PAPER -1 PAPER -2 PAPER -3 PAPER -4 EVS METHOD - 2 PRACTICAL

FRIDAY PAPER -1 PAPER -2 PAPER -3 PAPER -4 EVS METHOD - 2 PRACTICAL

SATURDAY WEEKLY
TEST

SEMINAR

PAPER -3
SEMINAR

SEMINAR ACTIVITIS/SPORTS/MUSIC/FINE ARTS

CULTURAL

PROGRAMME

FINE ARTS
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ANNEXURE - 4

MASTER PLAN



ANNEXURE - 5

SAMPLE OF STUDENTS FEED BACK
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ANNEXURE 7 - LATEST RECOGNITION ORDER ISSUED BY
NCTE





ANNEXUR 8 - UNIVERSITY RESULT

JANKI COLLEGE OF EDUCATION RAIGARH (C.G)

LIST OF B.ED. STUDENTS WHO ARE APPEARING IN EXAMINATION
(SESSION - 2014-2015)

S.NO
ROLL.

NO.
ENROLL/REG.NO.

O.M.R.
SHEET

NO.
NAME OF STUDENT

CAS
TE

PERCENT
AGE

RESU
LT

1 64820107 BUED/14/820/107 322201 AJAY PANDEY OBC 752/1100 FAIL

2 64820108 BUED/14/820/108 322202 AMIT SEN GEN 710/1100 FAIL

3 64820109 BUED/14/820/109 322203 ANITA GUPTA OBC 801/1100 PASS

4 64820110 BUED/14/820/110 322204 ANITA NAIK OBC 840/1100 PASS

5 64820111 GA/11/5078 322205 ANJALI XALXO ST 750/1100 PASS

6 64820112 BUED/14/820/112 322206
ANNEY
CHHATRE

ST 706/1100 PASS

7 64820113 BUED/14/820/113 322207 ANUP SINGH GEN 715/1100 PASS

8 64820114 BUED/14/820/114 322208
APURNA KUMAR
PRADHAN

OBC 740/1100 PASS

9 64820115 BUED/14/820/115 322209 ARCHANA SAHU OBC 792/1100 PASS

10 64820116 GAP/08/2533 322210
BAJRANG
YADAV

OBC 723/1100 FAIL

11 64820117 GSP/10/32697 322211 BILASINI BHOY ST 740/1100 FAIL

12 64820118 GAP/10/16064 322212 CHAMPA PATEL OBC 807/1100 PASS

13 64820119 BUAP/11/06024 322213
CHANCHALA
PATEL

OBC 750/1100 PASS

14 64820120 GS/11/110 322214
CHANDRASHEKH
AR SINGH LAHRE

SC 724/1100 PASS

15 64820121 BUED/14/820/121 322215
CHITRASEN
PATEL

OBC 766/1100 PASS

16 64820122 GS/09/5119 322216 DEEPIKA BEHRA OBC 712/1100 FAIL

17 64820123 GA/08/1463 322217
DEVCHARAN
RATHIA

ST 745/1100 FAIL



18 64820124 GS/09/1137 322218
DHARMA DEV
BISHAL

ST 761/1100 PASS

19 64820125 BUAP/11/22739 322219
DILESHWARI
PATEL

OBC 738/1100 PASS

20 64820126 GP/09/6884 322220 DRUPATI PATEL OBC 790/1100 PASS

21 64820127 BUED/14/820/127 322221
GHASIYANO
RATHIA

ST 743/1100 PASS

22 64820128 BUED/14/820/128 322222
GOUTAM KUMAR
PRADHAN

OBC 762/1100 PASS

23 64820129 BUED/14/820/129 322223 HOMI RATNESH SC 833/1100 PASS

24 64820130 GS/11/4016 322224 HUSH RAM SC 784/1100 PASS

25 64820131 BUAP/13/201029/245 322225 JYOTI YADAW OBC 764/1100 PASS

26 64820132 BUED/14/820/132 322226
KALPANA
KHOBRAGARHE

SC 778/1100 PASS

27 64820133 BUED/14/820/133 322227
KAMAL KISHOR
BHOY

OBC 769/1100 PASS

28 64820134 BUED/14/820/134 322228
KAMLESH
KUMAR SAO

OBC 723/1100 FAIL

29 64820135 BUED/14/820/135 322229
KANHAIYA LAL
YADAW

OBC 667/1100 FAIL

30 64820136 BUAP/13/4230280/52 322230 KIRAN PATEL OBC 748/1100 PASS

31 64820137 GS/08/4112 322231
KOHIMA
JAISHWAL

OBC 765/1100 FAIL

32 64820138 BUED/14/820/138 322232 KOUSHIKA DEEP SC 705/1100 FAIL

33 64820139 BUAP/11/22192 322233
JAYAKANTA
BANJARE

SC 733/1100 PASS

34 64820140 GS/11/1004 322234
LAKESHWARI
RATHIA

ST 837/1100 PASS

35 64820141 BUED/14/820/141 322235
LALESHWAR
RAM BHAGAT

ST 705/1100 PASS

36 64820142 GA/11/3504 322236 LAXMI NAIK OBC 731/1100 PASS

37 64820143 BUED/14/820/143 322237
LAXMI
NARAYAN

OBC 755/1100 PASS

38 64820144 BUED/14/820/144 322238
LAXMI
NARAYAN MALI

OBC 775/1100 FAIL

39 64820145 BUED/14/820/145 322239
MALTILATA
DIWAN

OBC 832/1100 PASS

40 64820146 BUED/14/820/146 322240 MANASI PADHAN OBC 757/1100 PASS



41 64820147 BUED/14/820/147 322241
MANDAKINI
CHOWHAN

GEN 782/1100 PASS

42 64820148 BUED/14/820/148 322242
MANGAL SINGH
JANGDE

SC 767/1100 PASS

43 64820149 BUED/14/820/149 322243
MANJU
BAKAWLE

SC 770/1100 PASS

44 64820150 GC/11/2248 322244
NANDINI
MAKHIJA

GEN 813/1100 PASS

45 64820151 GAP/10/15303 322245
NARAYAN SINGH
SIDAR

ST 689/1100 PASS

46 64820152 BUED/14/820/152 322246
NARSINGH
NISHAD

OBC 670/1100 FAIL

47 64820153 BUED/14/820/153 322247 NEERAJ SINGH GEN 773/1100 PASS

48 64820154 BUED/14/820/154 322248
NEETA PREETI
MINJ

ST 754/1100 PASS

49 64820155 BUED/14/820/155 322249
NEETESH
KUMAR VERMA

OBC 689/1100 PASS

50 64820156 BUCA/13/816/023 322250
PADMALAYA
PRADHAN

OBC 765/1100 PASS

51 64820157 BUED/14/820/157 322251 POOJA MAHANA OBC 837/1100 PASS

52 64820158 BUED/14/820/158 322252
PRADEEP
PRADHAN

OBC 740/1100 PASS

53 64820159 BUAP/13/708026/007 322253
PRAMOD KUMAR
PATEL

OBC 815/1100 PASS

54 64820160 BUAP/11/17862 322254
PRATIMA
PRADHAN

OBC 803/1100 PASS

55 64820161 BUED/14/820/161 322255
PRATIMA
VAISHNAV

OBC 771/1100 PASS

56 64820162 BUED/14/820/162 322256
PREETI
UPADHYAY

GEN 827/1100 PASS

57 64820163 GAP/10/12574 322257
PREM SHILA
NAIK

OBC 779/1100 PASS

58 64820164 BUED/14/820/164 322258 PRITI PRADHAN OBC 770/1100 PASS

59 64820165 GA/09/9876 322259
RAJ KUMARI
RATHIA

ST 774/1100 PASS

60 64820166 GSP/10/32199 322260 RAJESH TIGGA ST 785/1100 PASS

61 64820167 GAP/05/8698 322261
RAKESH KUMAR
SAO

OBC 748/1100 PASS

62 64820168 BUED/14/820/168 322262
RAM PRAKASH
YADAV

OBC 772/1100 PASS

63 64820169 BUED/14/820/169 322263
RAMSHILA
PAINKRA

ST 846/1100 PASS



64 64820170 BUED/14/820/170 322264
SALIM KUMAR
PAINKRA

ST 762/1100 PASS

65 64820171 BUAP/11/07344 322266 SAPTA RANA OBC 807/1100 PASS

66 64820172 BUED/14/820/172 306491
SARASWATI
DEVI

ST 731/1100 PASS

67 64820173 BUED/14/820/173 322268 SARIKA SINHA GEN 771/1100 PASS

68 64820174 BUED/14/820/174 322269 SARITA MEHAR GEN 787/1100 PASS

69 64820175 BUED/14/820/175 322270
SEETA KUMARI
SAO

OBC 752/1100 PASS

70 64820176 BUCA/13/816/008 322271 SHARDA GUPTA OBC 826/1100 PASS

71 64820177 BUED/14/820/177 322272 SHEELA DEVI ST 697/1100 FAIL

72 64820178 BUED/14/820/178 322273
SHIVE KUMAR
BHOY

OBC 750/1100 PASS

73 64820179 BUED/14/820/179 322274
SHRAVAN
KUMAR PATEL

OBC 789/1100 PASS

74 64820180 BUED/14/820/180 322275
SONIA VIJAY
ARORA

GEN 235/1100 FAIL

75 64820181 BUED/14/820/181 322276 SONIYA SONY GEN 839/1100 PASS

76 64820182 BUED/14/820/182 322277 SPAIKAR EKKA ST 797/1100 PASS

77 64820183 BUED/14/820/183 322278
SRIBANTA
KUMAR CHAINI

GEN 813/1100 FAIL

78 64820184 BUED/14/820/184 322279 SUBHASH NAIK OBC 747/1100 PASS

79 64820185 BUED/14/820/185 322280 SUCHITRA PATEL OBC 792/1100 PASS

80 64820186 BUED/14/820/186 322281
SUJATA
PRADHAN

OBC 781/1100 PASS

81 64820187 GAP/07/9998 322282 SUMAN DAS OBC 782/1100 PASS

82 64820188 BUED/14/820/188 322283 SUNITA BURMAN SC 783/1100 PASS

83 64820189 BUED/14/820/189 322284 SUNITA TIGGA ST 796/1100 PASS

84 64820190 BUED/14/820/190 322285 SUPRABHA BHOI OBC 744/1100 FAIL

85 64820191 GAP/10/16019 322286
SURESH KUMAR
BHUMIYAN

ST 706/1100 PASS



86 64820192 BUED/14/820/192 322287 SURESHNI SAO OBC 787/1100 PASS

87 64820193 BUED/14/820/193 322288
TIKESHWAR
MANIKPURI

OBC 782/1100 PASS

88 64820194 BUED/14/820/194 322289
TUMPA
BHAWANI

GEN 822/1100 PASS

89 64820195 BUED/14/820/195 322290 UMA PATEL OBC 785/1100 PASS

90 64820196 BUED/14/820/196 322291 URBASI SAHU GEN 779/1100 PASS

91 64820197 BUED/14/820/197 322292 VARSHA SAHU OBC 826/1100 PASS

92 64820198 BUED/14/820/198 322293
VARSHA TIWARI
BAJPAI

GEN 792/1100 PASS

93 64820199 BUED/14/820/199 322294
VIBHAKANT
BHUSHAN

OBC 798/1100 PASS

94 64820200 BUED/14/820/200 322295
VIDYANAND
PATEL

OBC 864/1100 PASS

95 64820201 BUED/14/820/201 322296
VIJAY
CHOUDHARY

OBC 814/1100 PASS

96 64820202 GAP/02/6003 322297
VIJAY SINGH
SIDAR

ST 759/1100 PASS

97 64820203 BUED/14/820/203 322298
VIKAS KUMAR
BISWAL

OBC 818/1100 PASS

98 64820204 GA/11/8928 322299
VINEETA
PANIGRAHI

GEN 735/1100 PASS

99 64820205 BUAP/11/07461 322300
WAGENDRA
BANJARE

SC 750/1100 PASS

TOTAL STUDENT APPEARED  99
PASSED  83   FAILED 16



ANNEXURE 9 - SAMPLE OF FEEDBACK ON PRACTISE
TEACHING BEST PRACTISE












